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Abstract 
 
Semantic Analysis for Improved Multi-document Summarization of Text 
 
Quinsulon L. Israel 
 
 
 
Excess amount of unstructured data is easily accessible in digital format. This 
information overload places too heavy a burden on society for its analysis and execution 
needs. Focused (i.e. topic, query, question, category, etc.) multi-document summarization 
is an information reduction solution which has reached a state-of-the-art that now 
demands the need to further explore other techniques to model human summarization 
activity. Such techniques have been mainly extractive and rely on distribution and 
complex machine learning on corpora in order to perform closely to human summaries. 
Overall, these techniques are still being used, and the field now needs to move toward 
more abstractive approaches to model human way of summarizing. A simple, 
inexpensive and domain-independent system architecture is created for adding semantic 
analysis to the summarization process. The proposed system is novel in its use of a new 
semantic analysis metric to better score sentences for selection into a summary. It also 
simplifies semantic processing of sentences to better capture more likely semantic-related 
information, reduce redundancy and reduce complexity. The system is evaluated against 
participants in the Document Understanding Conference and the later Text Analysis 
Conference using the performance ROUGE measures of n-gram recall between 
automated systems, human and baseline gold standard baseline summaries. The goal was 
to show that semantic analysis used for summarization can perform well, while remaining 
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simple and inexpensive without significant loss of recall as compared to the foundational 
baseline system. Current results show improvement over the gold standard baseline when 
all factors of this work's semantic analysis technique are used in combination. These 
factors are the semantic cue words feature and semantic class weighting to determine 
sentences with important information. Also, the semantic triples clustering used to 
decompose natural language sentences to their most basic meaning and select the most 
important sentences added to this improvement. In competition against the gold standard 
baseline system on the standardized summarization evaluation metric ROUGE, this work 
outperforms the baseline system by more than ten position rankings. This work shows 
that semantic analysis and light-weight, open-domain techniques have potential.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Multi-document summarization aims to create a compressed summary of a collection of 
documents, while retaining the main characteristics and pertinent information within 
those documents. Adding a focus to this process creates a summary that also meets a 
specific information request (i.e. query, question, topic, category, etc.), hence focused 
multi-document summarization. Most approaches use (corpus) statistic approaches and/or 
complex and expensive supervised machine learning techniques to extract whole 
sentences from the documents in the collection that “inform” on the focus the most. This 
is the nature of extractive topic-based multi-document summarization. Conversely, 
abstractive summarization entails fusing bits and pieces of information from various 
sentences in the document collection into semantically similar information represented in 
a syntactically new way, but with relatively similar meaning in comparison with the 
original documents. 
Why do we need such an automated process? The burden of extensive amounts of 
information (i.e. information overload), so readily available in digital form, has placed a 
heavy cognitive load on society. It has become even more important for a user to be able 
to quickly read, understand and utilize digital information as easily as they can access it. 
For instance, a user performing a web search is likely to benefit from not only fast 
generation of result snippets, which  contain search terms in context as in Google search 
results (Turpin, Tsegay et al. 2007), but also a true condensation of the information in 
that result to better inform the user of its usefulness towards his or her goals. 
 
In short, the process of focused multi-document summarization entails the following: 
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1) Process sentences using sentence boundary detection, stop word 
removal, tokenization, and other syntactic parsing. 
 
2) Score each sentence according to heuristically, statistically or 
automatically ascertained features or models: the terms of the sentence, 
position of the terms and/or sentence, relevance with the focus in question, 
topic modeling, etc. 
 
3) Rank and select the most salient and informative of those scored 
sentences according to some criteria while reducing redundancy and place 
those sentences into a summary until the maximum length has been 
reached. 
The proposed research adds the use of semantic analysis using simple semantic triples 
clustering to the focused multi-document summarization process. Such a process 
entails parsing a candidate sentence into semantic triples and then comparing triple with 
triples from other sentences: the predicate, subject and direct object roles. Semantic 
triples are the subject-verb-object (i.e. semantic roles) that the natural language sentences 
are parsed into (e.g. police-arrest-boy). Next, the resultant clustering is then used to filter 
sentences for semantic redundancy and semantic relatedness with the topic for inclusion 
into a summary. Then, the semantic triples are judged for conceptual connectivity, after 
which, the sentences are scored based on semantic markers within the sentence. Finally, 
the best sentences are selected into a summary until the maximum length is reached. This 
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research also describes the result of examining the effects of such a semantic analysis on 
state-of-the-art sentence features in combination. 
1.1. Motivation 
 
Focused multi-documents summarization (fMDS) is important for combating the extreme 
information overload burdened by society from easily accessible digital, unstructured text 
data. Take the case of a government analyst operating in a high-impact, dynamic 
information-rich environment agency. Analyst has to read several news reports arriving 
from many news sources, such as the NY Times, the Associated Press, and others, 
regarding many topics. They have been tasked with giving a report to superiors regarding 
the “Paris Riots”. The analyst sees hundreds of news reports daily and needs to gather the 
most important information common to these reports, along with important uncommon 
information. The analyst needs the ability to input the focus “Paris Riots” into an 
automatic system and receive a summary returned that satisfies his/her information needs 
as output. The solution is an automatic system that needs to take “Paris Riots” as input 
from the analyst to focus selection of sentences from all related news reports. It should 
then extract a subset of these sentences that are highly related to “Paris Riots” while 
reducing redundancy within the summary. 
There are a few reasons to utilize semantic relationship comparisons in focused multi-
document summarization: 
 
1) Summarization techniques that utilize supervised machine learning on corpora 
are corpus-dependent and often their implementation is complex. There is a need 
for domain-independent, corpus-light methods that can be applied generally, 
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outside of the news domain. However, non-machine learning based techniques 
such as lexical matching methods alone cannot detect the semantic similarity of a 
sentence with another sentence and/or the focus of a query. 
2) The use of semantic triples provides a condensed format to index individual 
sentences. Grouping these structures in an informative way may also provide a 
condensed way to dynamically represent a whole document or a collection other 
than having a summary of extracted sentences:  helps move towards abstractive 
summarization. 
3) Semantic triples can be transformed into micro-formats like RDF, combined 
with a semantic reasoner can add inference ability between information in 
sentences to draw connections and fuse information.  This approach can be easily 
used for abstractive summarization. 
 
1.1.1. Problem Statement 
 
The goal of this research was to construct a highly performant, focused multi-document 
summarization system for unstructured text. The identification of semantic relationships 
between sentences through examining semantic triples and semantic analysis of linguistic 
markers are used to produce summaries. The methods developed as part of this research, 
while being evaluated against a domain-specific resource (i.e. newswire text and 
vocabulary), are domain–independent and could be applied to other domains such as the 
biomedical, legal, or even open domains. The long-term result of the research is that the 
system reduces information overload on users that must assimilate knowledge from a 
large corpora quickly, such as with reviewing past news stories or blogs to impact their 
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current knowledge of a subject. This research will also be helpful for future researchers 
performing focused multi-document summarization where text is semantically tagged for 
knowledge representation and inferencing. 
 
This research was evaluated using the NIST gold standard newswire datasets and consists 
of several Semantic Analysis components that parse and label semantic cue words, 
semantic classes, and semantic triples in the form of subject-verb-object semantic roles. 
The Semantic Analysis components are used in methods for comparing the semantic 
relatedness of sentences and are used to filter candidate sentences. Candidate sentences 
are those sentences that have been scored and have the potential to be added to the final 
summary. The idea is to further enhance the redundancy removal process beyond that of 
lexical-semantic (i.e. cosine similarity) to more advanced semantic analysis, in order to 
increase the likelihood of finding highly focus-relevant or important sentences. The 
Semantic Analysis components will also determine the semantic "meaningfulness" of a 
sentence, determined by semantic markers, to judge the sentence's worthiness to be added 
to a summary. Automatic semantic annotation from an already mature system was used to 
process and score the sentences.  In addition, the research evaluated the effects of the 
Semantic Analysis components in combination with lexical sentential feature 
combination function, where multiple sentence features and a lexical-semantic similarity 
measure are integrated. The purpose of which was to determine whether the semantic 
analysis improved upon sentence feature combination functions. Positive results over the 
baseline prove the potential of the research in comparison to both complex machine 
learning techniques that rely heavily on prior training and/or techniques that rely on 
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specially tailored, extrinsic knowledge bases, both of which are either domain-specific, 
expensive in terms of resource costs, or do not move the field toward abstractive 
summarization. 
 
1.2. Research Questions 
 
1.2.1. Definitions: 
 
Semantic analysis here uses light-weight semantic triples to help both represent 
and filter sentences. 
 
Semantic analysis here uses assigned weights given to the semantic classes of 
terms and phrases (e.g. NER of person, organization, location, date, etc.) for 
scoring. 
 
Semantic analysis here also includes determining the conceptual connectivity 
(connectedness between clusters) of semantic triples. 
 
1.2.2. Hypothesis: 
 
The use of semantic analysis can improve focused multi-document summarization 
(fMDS) beyond the use of current baseline sentence features (i.e. term weight & 
position information). 
 
1.2.3. Main Research Question and Sub-questions 
 
Due to gaps within abstractive summarization research, there is a need for further 
exploration into precursor areas of abstraction and real-time analysis of documents. 
Manipulation of the sentences into semantic triples can themselves also be used as direct 
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parts of the summary. This deviates from extractive summarization in that aspect. This 
work seeks to help fill  some of that gap by providing an analysis of simple, inexpensive 
semantic summarization techniques using semantic triples. The following main research 
question is investigated for this work: 
 
What effects does semantic analysis of sentences have on the improvement of 
focused multi-document summarization (fMDS)? 
 
Using semantic analysis to extract the best sentences for a summary, this work seeks to 
improve inexpensive and fundamental baseline techniques. This work's semantic analysis 
through simplification of text into semantic triples moves the research toward more 
abstractive based summarization, because  the technique uses decomposed parts of the 
whole sentence for analysis. These decomposed parts are the semantic triples of subject-
verb-object format that represents the most basic "meaning" of the sentences. Therefore, 
it is further asked: 
 
What is the effect on overall system performance of clustering sentences based on 
semantic analysis for improving fMDS? 
 
Another aspect of semantic analysis is that of semantic classes. Entities within a sentence 
can denote a higher meaning (e.g. location, person, organization). These semantic classes 
could be utilized in a where to further signify the importance and/or "meaningfulness" of 
sentences. Also, adverbial semantic cues tend to signify locations within sentences that 
contain explanatory information that can be important. Therefore, it is further asked: 
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What is the effect on overall system performance of using the semantic classes 
scoring of sentences for improving fMDS? 
 
Sentences are connected one to the next in order to provide a "meaningful" flow that 
impacts the reader's knowledge and  understanding of the subject matter of the text. 
These connections can be the mentioning of the same semantic roles. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to investigate how the use of this work's most basic representations of 
sentences (i.e. the semantic triples) using simple graph techniques can also improve 
fMDS and further ask: 
 
What is the effect on overall system performance of measuring the conceptual 
connectivity of sentence triples for improving fMDS? 
 
1.3. Dissertation Organization 
 
This dissertation proposal is organized into several chapters as follows:  the first chapter, 
this chapter, provides an introduction into what focused multi-document summarization 
is and what this research will add to the field, while motivating the need for MDS and 
semantic analysis; chapter two provides more background into the history of 
summarization and comparison of human summarization activity versus automatic 
systems; chapter three gives a thorough overview of focused MDS; chapter four provides 
a literature review and evaluation of the best performing  automatic MDS systems 
(focused and non-focused) relating to chapter three; chapter five describes the steps of the 
two main approaches used in the experiment; chapter six describes the experimental 
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design of this research; and lastly, chapter seven describes the results obtained from the 
experiments with discussion and future directions needed to further advance this work. 
 
2. BACKGROUND 
 
2.1. Historical Perspective on Summarization 
 
According to Alvaro Barbosa (2001), Udo Hanh provides a timeline of the history of 
summarization in his presentation to the Automatic Summarization Workshop, Seattle in 
2000. Summarization started with early extractive methods with Luhn (Luhn 1958) and 
his use of lexical occurrence statistics. Next, Edmundson (1969) proposed using 
positional indicators, lexical cues, cue words, cue phrases for extracting sentences. Then, 
in 1973, Mathais was credited with “cohesion streamlining,” which has lead to work by 
Marcu (1997). Their work enhanced research based on rhetorical structure theory to 
create a system to analyze and identify important text units. 
 
From 1961 – 1979, summarization began to take on linguistic approaches. Then, the use 
of artificial intelligence approaches for summarization started in the 1980's. In 1982, De 
Jong (1977) enhanced his artificial intelligence (AI) based FRUMP text skimming system 
using “sketchy” scripts, which are made up of a number of requests in conceptual 
dependency format with empty slots the system tries to fill by scanning the input. In 
1985, SUSY (Fum, Guida et al. 1982) was used to provide more complicated logic and 
production rules for generating (abstractive) summaries. Then, Hahn and Reimer (1988) 
developed TOPIC, which used frames and semantic networks. Finally, Rau, Jacobs et al. 
(1989) used hybrid representations to create SCISOR, a prototype intelligent information 
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retrieval system that overcame limitations of linguistic coverage by applying a text 
processing strategy that is tolerant of unknown words and gaps in linguistic knowledge, 
and by acquiring lexical information automatically from texts. (Barbosa 2001) 
 
Later, Hahn’s described 1990’s as a “renaissance” with the recurrence of statistical 
techniques and more hybrid approaches cited in (Barbosa 2001) for summarization. 
(Barbosa 2001) 
 
Finally, from the tail end of the 1990’s into the first decade of the 2000’s, researchers had 
begun to pay more attention to corpus building (Marcu 1999) and evaluation (Carbonell 
and Goldstein 1998, Goldstein, Mittal et al. 2000) for summarization tasks. Further 
reading in Sections 3.4-3.5 explains how new automatic means of evaluating summaries 
have begun to directly affect techniques used in current automatic systems. These state-
of-the-art summarization systems now use a hybridization of different techniques from 
linguistics; machine learning; linear combinations of sentence features; or n-gram 
statistics, probability distributions and language modeling methods. (Barbosa 2001) 
 
2.2. Human Summarization Activity and Agreement 
 
Human summarization studies have been performed since the 1960's (G. J. Rath, A. 
Resnick et al. 1961), where there was little agreement between sentences extracted by 
machines using frequency expectation and those extracted by humans. For single-
document summarization, studies reported that 79% of the sentences in a human-
generated abstract were a “direct match” to a sentence from a source document (Kupiec, 
Pedersen et al. 1995). Therefore, it is natural that many current multi-document 
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summarization systems have been made to be extractive, attempting to mimic this human 
behavior. However, for multi-document summarization, it has been shown that no more 
than 55% of the vocabulary contained in human-generated abstracts can be found within 
the source documents (Copeck and Szpakowicz 2004), signifying a move to a more 
abstractive means of summarizing for this task. 
 
Oddly enough, different people choose different content for their summaries (Halteren 
2003, Radev, Teufel et al. 2003, Nenkova and Passonneau 2004). This is also true for the 
human judges (usually four) creating model summaries in DUCs/TACs, and a correlation 
of automatic scores against these human model summaries is taken into account each 
year (Dang 2005) to see how well automatic systems are improving, or not. Even 
multiple human summaries on the same collection of documents often do not have much 
agreement, with unigram overlap of only 40% in a study from Lin and Hovy (2002). In 
fact, in order for a consensus summary to be created from single-document summaries 
from different humans, there must be as many as 30-40 summaries gathered before a 
consensus becomes stable (Teufel and Halteren 2004). 
However, humans do tend to agree on the selection of highly frequent content words 
(Nenkova, Vanderwende et al. 2006). Words that humans do not necessarily agree on are 
not as high frequency but may still be useful. In DUC 2003, words (terms) frequent in the 
input set often appeared in human summaries, but as the number of most frequent words 
increased, the percentage appearing in automatic summarizers dropped (Nenkova, 
Vanderwende et al. 2006). Finally, in DUC 2006, it was shown that both humans and 
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machines had more difficulty in creating generic, or general, summaries of multiple 
documents (Dang 2006) when there was no “purpose” to guide their selection process. 
 
3. AUTOMATIC FOCUSED MULTI-DOCUMENT SUMMARIZATION 
 
Text summarization is concerned with condensing a body of text down to its most salient 
parts, usually whole, extracted sentences. Then, adding multiple documents to the 
process, summarization seeks to condense this collection down to its most salient parts. 
Finally, adding the guidance of a focus to this process requires the information elements 
extracted into a summary be relevant toward a query, topic, category, question, or similar 
user request. 
Before a document can be automatically summarized, it must be processed into a form a 
computer understands. A written document (text) in natural language can be viewed as a 
collection of words (terms, or tokens) normally arranged in a coherent and cohesive 
manner along certain boundaries to communicate information.  These document 
boundaries can be considered “structural units.”  Simply put, these structural units are 
usually main sections composed of paragraphs that are composed of sentences that are 
composed of words and separated by terminal punctuation marks. 
Natural language used in speech and writing is sometimes ambiguous, even within the 
same language; the syntax of a particular communication act, especially in English, can 
often be orchestrated in many different but semantically equivalent ways due to 
grammatical rules, and the semantics of that same communication act can often be 
interpreted in multiple ways by humans. A human’s understanding of a communication 
act may even change over time. Because machines do not have the same level of 
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“intelligence” to interpret natural language syntax as humans, this ambiguity poses even 
more of a problem. It involves special processing of a document’s syntax into some 
“machine-readable” form in order for a system to perform its intended task using that 
document. 
 
Processing a document can often involve several layers depending on the system’s task 
and the representation, structure, and syntactic variations of the document. Once 
processing is complete, the document is represented in a form in which the system can 
interface. 
 
3.1. Syntactic  Parsing 
 
First, noise” removal is normally performed when processing documents. Noise removal 
is concerned with filtering task detrimental and “information poor” tokens in a document 
that can lead to information loss. Stop words fall into this category and are usually 
considered as the small, overused common words such as articles (i.e. a, an, the) that can 
adversely skew a document toward a particular category or make that category hard to 
determine. Stop words can lower the informativeness of a sentence and are usually 
removed for information retrieval based tasks such as summarization. 
 
Since summarization is concerned with extracting important information to be added in 
sentential form in a condensed, cohesive and coherent way, the “basic” structural unit of 
observation is the sentence. Therefore, a document is normally split into or tracked as a 
collection of sentences. On the most atomic level, “syntactic parsing” is performed: each 
token of these sentences are “tagged” by machine-readable codes according to the 
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grammatical rules and context of its respective language for part-of-speech (POS) 
(Conroy, Schlesinger et al. 2006), which is its linguistic function with respect to the other 
words surrounding it. 
 
3.2. Semantic Parsing 
 
The proper “phrasing” of words, along with the subject(s), predicate(s) and object(s) can 
be taken into consideration in order to determine the sentence’s intended meaning toward 
the system’s task. Phrases include noun phrases on a general level and named entities, 
phrases referring to proper names, on a more specific level. The subjects, predicates and 
objects can also be parsed as phrases into their semantic roles and annotated respectively, 
or another logical form externally such as pred(sub, obj). 
 
One may consider that a word with multiple meanings or senses provides semantic noise 
if it is improperly tagged during syntactic processing. In consideration of using semantics 
as extra processing information for a system, semantic noise can adversely affect the 
decisions made in choosing information. Sometimes the sparseness of text can drag down 
its "informativeness"; if words convey meaning, more of them usually convey more 
meaning. Words sense disambiguation has its own body of research outside the scope of 
this work; however, it is worth touching on the use of extrinsic knowledge to lexically 
expand on a sparse or ambiguous text. 
 
Functional relationships of words and word phrases involving a verb, or subject-
predicate-object relationships (propositions), have started to be paid more attention to for 
summarization. This is semantic role labeling (SRL) and can be done with the aid of the 
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well known and expensive PropBank (Palmer, Gildea et al. 2005), a collection of 
annotated propositions in predicates-argument form, or the freely available FrameNet 
(Baker, Fillmore et al. 1998), a collection of semantic elements of logical units centered 
around actions in frame form. By examining the roles of various elements in a sentence, a 
system can make better decisions on what exactly to compare. In fact, Nenkova et al. 
(2006) used labeling of semantic annotation in their methodology to count similar 
occurrences of the same semantic content in human and machine summaries versus the 
corpus, but they only used shallow parsing of syntax to determine which words to use as 
important. This process lead to the ability to more accurately determine some of the 
factors that influence human judgments when choose sentences for a summary before 
creating their system. This appears to be the limit of their use of “near” semantic analysis: 
to increase the accuracy of content counting during evaluation and distribution building. 
 
3.3. Document Representation 
 
What is meant by the representation of a document? Document representation is defined 
here as a tangible, either visual or physical, in our case digital, formalism of the concrete 
(text) and abstract (meaning) properties embodying the document. In machine-readable 
context, document representation is a finite way to automatically organize and store in 
some numeric form (index), and then later, retrieve a document for a system to interface 
with it (e.g. as in the early information retrieval). Document representations must be 
applied to smaller bits of information such as user queries, questions, and more 
importantly, sentences in order to make comparisons as well. 
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3.3.1. Vector Space Model 
 
One of the fundamental and most efficient ways of representing a document was the 
vector space model. In the VSM, a subset of terms appearing within the document at least 
once are placed in a weighted, linear combination of vectors of terms to represent the 
document; when all unique terms present in the document are used, it is also known as 
the “bag-of-words” model (Salton and McGill 1986). Term weighting is a method used to 
give “significance” to these words and can vary depending on the objectives of the 
processing system.  In the VSM, the total weight of a term depends on both local and 
global significance to the document called tf*idf (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999). 
The local significance is the term frequency (tf) within the document, of which the log is 
usually taken and increased by 1 if the term occurs at least once, and 0 if it does not 
occur. The global significance of a term in a chosen document is the inverse document 
frequency (idf) of that term, derived by dividing the total number of documents in the 
collection by the term’s frequency of occurrence within that chosen document and taking 
its log. The term frequency and inverse document frequency of the term are multiplied 
together to determine the final weight for that term; usually, this weight is then 
normalized by the square root of the square of the sum of the tf*idf for all unique terms in 
the document collection. 
 
Considering the document as a weighted vector, or simply unit vector with only binary 
appearance information, allows for geometric calculations to be performed with the 
vectors of other documents to find those that are similar. An information need such as a 
user query vector or a given topic vector can be compared against the document vector as 
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well, to further focus the retrieval. In the VSM, the cosine of the angle between two 
vectors (documents and or foci), Euclidean norm, is the judgment of similarity; the 
greater this cosine similarity (also correlation), the more similar the vectors. The VSM 
has become the de facto standard in text representation because of its ease of 
implementation and efficiency on large text collections. Many representations of 
documents are now derivatives or relatives of vector representations in some way. 
 
3.3.2. Graph-based Model 
 
In the early years of information retrieval, Croft (1981, 1983) proposed the need for 
“adaptive search” processes relying on a more “flexible,” yet powerful, network 
representation of a document. Networks can be considered specialized graphs as they 
represent special symmetric or asymmetric relationships between their fully connected 
nodes; they represent graphs that are fully connected into a concrete shape with specific 
and determinable properties. In a network representation, the nodes (vertices) represent 
terms and/or documents and the links (edges) represent the connections between those 
nodes. Each link can be associated with a weight that indicates the significance of the 
relationship between the two nodes that it connects. Croft states, “A weight on a 
document-document link indicates how similar the documents are, a weight on a term-
term link indicates how closely related the terms are, and a weight on a document-term 
link indicates how important that term is in describing the document.” In this way, 
information from the different groupings of relations can be gathered globally and in 
diverse ways using methods from network/graph theory, such as “shortest path,” between 
two nodes for relevance weighted, Boolean, or cluster searching strategies. 
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Other studies on the linkages between nodes in a graph or network are PageRank (Page, 
Brin et al. 1999) and HITS (Kleinberg 1999) algorithms, whereas the former has proven 
the most efficient and accurate means of judging authority and relatedness of nodes for 
the World Wide Web, but for some smaller text representations, HITS is more effective 
using a cluster-based approach (Kurland and Lee 2006). The work of (Wan and Yang 
2008) builds upon the aforementioned ranking algorithms for study in their semantic 
graph representation of documents with good performance, as will be explained Section 
4. 
 
As shown in the figure below, (Shi, Melli et al. 2007) use a the information to build a 
semantic graph whereas nodes represent documents, sentences, semantic arguments, etc. 
“Propositions” are weighted by the amount of concepts and edges they contain, and are 
the main unit of comparison. Further explanation of scoring and selection shall appear in 
the following sections. 
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Figure 1 A Sub-graph of a Text Graph 
(excerpted from (Shi, Melli et al. 2007)) 
 
 
 
3.4. Document Structure 
 
Until recently, the information provided by the structure of documents, or the hierarchy 
of its units of varying granularity, has mostly not been leveraged effectively. Text unit, 
text segmentation and cue words can be analyzed for positioning within and documents 
and the relationships they hold. This information can then be used to improve saliency 
determination for sentences. 
 
3.4.1. Text Unit Position 
 
Research such as (Ouyang, Li et al. 2007) for DUC 2005-2006 data has shown that 
sentence position can be of benefit when choosing the most informative sentences, as 
shown in the following. 
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Figure 2 A Sentence Position Feature Formula 
(excerpted from (Ouyang, Li et al. 2007)) 
 
 
 
The use of sentence position in an extractive method of summarization is intuitive since 
important information usually is placed in specific locations within a well-formed, but 
unstructured text based, formal document such as those found in DUC/TAC conferences. 
Since these corpora are normally composed of news articles, the importance of 
information is consistently related to how close it is to the beginning of the document, as 
reported by and found in the work of (Yih, Goodman et al. 2007) involving word 
positions; news reporting seeks to provide the most salient information as quickly as 
possible. 
 
It is in fact important to note that baseline systems in DUC/TAC and other government 
sponsored evaluations used the first N words in documents, the first (and sometimes last) 
sentences of every document, the first N sentences of the most recent document, or some 
other derivations of lead words/sentences to create baseline summaries. These automatic 
systems often outperformed peers. Hence, researchers have begun to use the same 
position information, concentrating on enhancing ROUGE scores on past evaluation data. 
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3.4.2. Text Segmentation 
 
The importance of the position of macro- and micro levels of text unit leads into text 
segmentation research. Text segmentation is concerned with bounding successive whole 
sentences according to some measure of relatedness. A document may have a main topic 
that can be composed of unique but related sub-topics; a document may have multiple, 
distinct or related topics; or a document may have a hybridization of the previous two 
cases. In either case, the segments are focused and the structure can signify the 
informativeness toward that focus of the chosen unit of evaluation: word, sentence or 
paragraph. 
 
Studies have shown that documents in a collection can be segmented according to a 
particular focus, and then, these segmentations can be aligned. The work of (Sun, Mitra et 
al. 2007) has shown this to be possible in their method of “topic segmentation” with 
“shared topic detection” and alignment. They show that using the whole collection of 
documents to inform on the creation of shared topics through maximizing Mutual 
Information (MI), or minimizing maximum entropy (ME), is an improvement upon 
single-document topic detection. They also show that an approximate alignment can be 
performed using these global topics; however, for simplicity, they used discrete, binary 
decisions on whether a text segment belonged to a particular sub-topic or not. There are 
many methods to text segmentation such as derivations of Markov Models, entropy-based 
approaches, statistical models, probabilistic models like conditional random fields, or 
hybrid models (as cited in Sun, Mitra et al. 2007). 
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3.4.3. Transition Words 
 
There have also been studies of using surface level linguistic cues such as transition 
(connecting or “cue”) terms (Sun, Mitra et al. 2007) that identify changes in topic on both 
a document and a segment level. These transition terms can be weighted in a meaningful 
way to help improve focused judgments towards informative sentences. For instance, in 
(Sun, Mitra et al. 2007) it was shown that “cue” words could identify topic shift in a 
single document as well as help identify the reversal of sub-topic order in a document 
compared to another, when the focus was on globally shared topics. 
 
3.5. Sentence Scoring 
 
Scoring for summarization involves calculating a numeric value for the significance of a 
sentence (or other textual unit of examination). It is the first of the two most important 
steps in summarization because it provides the means for accurate ranking, from the most 
important to the least important. Before any type of extraction (or abstraction) of 
sentences can be performed to place them in a summary, they must be scored, ranked and 
sometimes further compared. However, of the utmost importance for focused 
summarization is scoring with an external factor besides sentence-to-sentence 
comparisons; not only do sentences need to be compared for similarity to each other, they 
also need to be skewed toward the user focus. After the score is calculated, the sentences 
are ordered from the highest score to the lowest, and the sentences with the highest scores 
are selecting into the summary. 
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The most basic scoring is to use word matching from the terms of the focus input (query, 
question, or topic description) and match them directly with terms in sentences of the 
input collection. A sentence can be scored by some function of the frequency of 
occurrence of each “hit” term against the focus input or some function of binary 
appearance (1 if present, 0 if not). The simplest approach for frequency of occurrence is 
in (Nenkova, Vanderwende et al. 2006) where the summation of “high” content word 
frequency probabilities were one of the methods used to empirically test for the best 
scoring of sentences. 
 
More sophisticated than simply counting “focus terms” appearing in a sentence is the use 
of the aforementioned cosine similarity measure on the vectors of these terms. Cosine 
similarity is a fast and efficient means to score sentences in terms of relatedness to each 
other; however, to add focus to such a process, it is necessary to also compare the focus 
input vector with those sentences. 
 
Some systems use word (n-gram) statistics to compute a probability distribution over the 
corpus. Thereby, they can score a sentence according to the products of each examined 
term it contains, as in (Nenkova, Vanderwende et al. 2006). However, a more formal 
language modeling approach would calculate the probability of each n-grami given the 
probability of the n-grami-1 before it, and then, calculating the product of all the 
probabilities of each term appearing in the sentence. 
 
3.6. Classification vs. Clustering 
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As stated by Ouyang et al. (Ouyang, Li et al. 2007), classification based models are 
usually adopted to solve discrete problems; therefore, they are imprecise against 
observations of a continuous nature (i.e. sentence features with real values). In any 
classification method, an item either belongs to a particular class, or it does not. 
However, more categorical delineations can be determined for sentences if a real value is 
calculated for each observation. 
 
Clustering has mostly been done at a document level; similar documents are gathered 
together according to the weight of their cosine similarity metrics. Documents clustered 
together based on similar terms are likely to be about the same topic, and the document 
that has the highest similarity in its cluster should contain a sentence worthy of extraction 
for summary about that topic. 
 
This process has been used on a sentential level as well, as in (Wan and Yang 2008). 
Wan et al. (Wan and Yang 2008) cluster the sentences of a document using various 
methods:  kmeans, agglomerative, and divisive. Using these clustering methods they were 
able to find the clusters within the document that truly represented sub-topics, and then 
extract the best sentence most similar to the cluster centroid. This approach was the 
similar to the MEAD system (Radev, Jing et al. 2000), which popularized the use of the 
document centroid for choosing the most salient sentence from a document. In this way, 
Wan and Yang (2008) were able to choose the most salient yet diverse sentences. 
 
Likewise, terms can be clustered in order to help differentiate topics in a document as 
well (Sun, Mitra et al. 2007).  This term for each cluster can be associated by semantic 
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similarity or by the entropy between different documents and different segments of 
documents. 
 
The multiple ways described above to score and rank sentences have shown good results 
in terms of either speed of computation (cosine similarity in a low-dimensional degree) or 
better accuracy (matrix calculations). Clustering methods have shown a two-fold purpose 
in that they not only group sentences according to similarity with each other and a topic, 
but also to delineate multiple sub-topics. It is also important to note that matrix 
calculations, though complex, also cluster sentences.  
 
3.7. Sentence Selection 
 
Selection adds the sentences to the summary until the maximum length has been reached. 
Selection consideration in focused multi-document summarization is based solely on 
having the highest score (similarity among sentences and the focus input) for most state-
of-the-art systems. However, consideration for sentence length is also important as the 
goal of automatic summarization is to add as much salient information in a limited space 
as possible. Other considerations follow further in the section. 
 
3.7.1. Redundancy Removal 
 
An important aspect to consider before placing sentences into a summary is redundancy. 
Many sentences in a collection of documents may express important information but the 
most succinct and informative sentence is best to choose. Clustering via cosine similarity 
is normally the method that has been used to group similar sentences and choose the 
sentence closest to the centroid, and make subsequent choices from other clusters. 
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An example of this is in (Ouyang, Li et al. 2007) where maximum marginal relevance 
(MMR), which used the cosine similarity metric at a threshold of 0.60.  Also, Wan et al. 
(2008) used a variant of MMR between sentences to eliminate redundancy, whereas 
(Wang, Li et al. 2008) used their own semantic similarity score. 
 
However, (Conroy, Schlesinger et al. 2006) used a pivoted QR algorithm instead of 
MMR and reported better results because of it. Pseudo relevance feedback, which uses 
sparse information (such as a query) to retrieve more information from a corpus to further 
enhance that sparse information, was also used by (Conroy, Schlesinger et al. 2006) to 
help reduce redundancy. 
 
In (Nenkova, Vanderwende et al. 2006), redundancy was “removed” by updating the 
probability of important words to a very small number (0.0001 in their study). This 
operation allows the use of other words that initially were not important and that do not 
express redundant information.  However, Vanderewende et al. (2007) updated these 
probabilities by squaring them. 
 
3.7.2. Sentence Compression 
 
Yih et al. (2007) eliminate syntactic units based on predefined heuristic templates and 
add these new, modified sentences to the pool along with their original sentences. During 
sentence selection, the best sentence between the original sentence and its modifications 
are automatically chosen and helps alleviate the problems of over-simplification; Yih et 
al. (2007) reported that this method consistently raises ROUGE-1 (though only by 0.01 in 
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study) but has no significant impact on ROUGE-2 or -SU4 scores. (Vanderwende, Suzuki 
et al. 2007) used a similar process and reported that their ROUGE results using 
simplification without stop word removal, was helpful for DUC 2005 data but not as 
helpful for DUC 2006. It is also important to note that simplification can either help or 
harm the coherence of an automatic summary depending on the techniques used: adverb 
removal, parenthetical phrase removal, phrases within commas, etc. 
 
3.7.3. Coherence 
 
As mentioned in (Dang 2006), coherence is a factor that affects a judge’s perception of 
readability for automatic summaries. (Shi, Melli et al. 2007) used longest common 
subsequences (LCS) of the sentence to be chosen with the sentence previously chosen for 
the summary, to try to maintain coherence: next sentence mk = argmax[g(s) + LCS(s, mk-
1)]. However, the weighting toward LCS is a tradeoff with attaining the highest relation to 
a particular search focus. Another approach interrelates text using the same coherence 
relations that link the discourse segments from which they are derived (Harabagiu and 
Lacatusu 2010). In this approach (Harabagiu, Hickl et al. 2006), the authors used the 
statistical model-based SPADE system (Soricut and Marcu 2003) to detect the boundaries 
of each discourse unit in a text. Next, they used relation-specific information, such as 
antonyms for contrast relations and alignment features of semantic information specific 
to four observed discourse relations: Contrast, Condition, Cause-Explanation-Evidence, 
and Elaboration. Finally, a maximum entropy-based classifier determined the weight of 
the discourse relations. The authors report an average F-score for their method of 72%; 
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however, they did not report the effects of their coherence process on their methodology 
for MDS. 
 
 
 
3.8. Summarization Evaluation 
 
In May 1998, the U.S. government completed the TIPSTER Text Summarization 
Evaluation (SUMMAC), the first large-scale, developer-independent evaluation of 
automatic text summarization systems. Evaluation tasks were modeled after the tasks of 
information analysts in the U.S. Government: the ad-hoc task focused on indicative 
summaries tailored to a particular topic, the categorization task examined whether a 
generic summary was informative enough to allow an analyst to quickly and correctly 
categorize a document, and finally, the question-answering task examined whether a 
topic-related summary for a document could contain answers to a set of topic-related 
questions (i.e. “informativeness”). (Mani, Klein et al. 2002) 
 
SUMMAC established automatic text summarization as a very effective relevance 
assessment task. Summaries at relatively low compression rates (17% for ad-hoc, 10% 
for categorization) allowed for relevance assessment almost as accurate as with full-text, 
while reducing decision-making time by 40% (categorization) and 50% (ad-hoc). In the 
question-answering task, automatic methods for measuring informativeness of topic-
related summaries found systems’ scores to correlate positively with scores rendered by 
human judges. (Mani, Klein et al. 2002) The efforts of SUMMAC lead to more 
government sponsored competitions such as the Document Understanding Conference 
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(DUC, now Text Analysis Conference (TAC) since 2008), which was a series of 
evaluations of automatic text summarization systems, organized by the National Institute 
of Standards and Technology (NIST). The goal was to progress research in automatic 
summarization and experimentation on a much larger scale. From 2001-2005, research 
groups began participating in the DUC evaluation of generic and focused summaries of 
English newspaper and newswire data. Various target sizes were stipulated for the target 
summaries (10-400 words), and both single-document summaries and summaries of 
multiple documents were evaluated (around 10 documents per set). Eventually, the DUC 
task (2005) had a single user-oriented, question-focused summarization task in an attempt 
to move closer to modeling question answering. 
 
Later, the DUC 2006 task turned into a modeling of a complex question-focused 
summarization task that required summarizers to piece together information from 
multiple documents to answer a question or set of questions posed in the DUC topic. 
NIST Assessors developed a total of 50 DUC topics to be used as test data. For each 
topic, the assessor selected 25 related documents from the Associated Press, New York 
Times, and Xinhua newswire and formulated a topic statement. Given a topic and a set of 
documents relevant to the topic, the summarization task was to create from the 
documents a brief, well-organized, fluent summary that answered the need for 
information expressed in the topic. The summary could be no longer than 250 words 
(whitespace-delimited tokens). Summaries over the size limit were truncated, no bonus 
was given for creating a shorter summary, and only a sentential format was allowed. An 
example topic from DUC 2006 follows: 
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num: D0641E 
title: global warming 
narrative: Describe theories concerning the causes and effects of global 
warming and arguments against these theories. 
Figure 3 An example focus for the NIST DUC/TAC summarization task 
 
 
 
Ten NIST assessors produced a total of 4 human summaries for each of 50 topics, and 34 
participants submitted multiple runs of their systems to be evaluated. NIST also 
developed a simple baseline system that returned all the leading sentences of the most 
recent document for each topic, up to 250 words. 
 
Summaries were initially only judged manually for content and readability. Prior to 2005, 
each peer (human or automatic) summary was compared against a single model (human) 
summary using SEE (http://www.isi.edu/cyl/SEE/) to give a detailed estimate of the 
percentage of information in the model that was covered in the peer (Dang 2006). 
However, the research community deemed it inappropriate to evaluate results based only 
on a single model summary (Dang 2006). Therefore, NIST moved to automatic 
evaluation of content coverage using a ROUGE score (Lin and Och 2004) in 2004 and 
Basic Elements (BE) score (Hovy, Lin et al. 2006) in 2005, as well as a human 
responsiveness score that assigns a value from a 5-point scale to each summary based on 
its responsiveness to a specified topic. 
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However, responsiveness was only a coarse-grained measure, so researchers soon 
participated in an optional manual Pyramid evaluation led by Columbia University 
(Passonneau, McKeown et al. 2006) in the same year. The Pyramid evaluation provided 
researchers detailed feedback about information contained in each of several model 
human summaries, assigning different importance to each piece of information based on 
its occurrences within the model summaries (Dang 2006). 
 
Later, in 2006, two variants of responsiveness were developed: content responsiveness 
(based only on topic specific information) and overall responsiveness (with the addition 
of readability). A multiple comparison test between the scores of the peers is performed, 
using parametric and non-parametric means, to determine which pairs of peers are 
significantly different at the 95% confidence level. Human peers were significantly better 
than all the automatic peers, in both content and overall responsiveness, and the humans 
were indistinguishable from one another. Although automatics systems may have ranked 
high in average content responsiveness, judges still gave lower average overall 
responsiveness scores due to poor readability. Even the system with the highest average 
content and overall responsiveness scores still could not perform at a human level. (Dang 
2006) 
 
Ultimately, the automatic evaluation packages ROUGE, BE, and the use of other various 
n-gram co-occurrence statistics (Lin and Hovy 2003), have proven the most accurate and 
efficient means of fairly measuring peer-vs.-peer systems performance for “informative 
content” precision, recall and f-measure. This is truly helpful for those researchers that 
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cannot compete directly in the TAC and wish to be able to compare their systems’ 
performances against conference competitors from previous the DUCs. ROUGE 
calculates the overlap of informative n-grams in sentences between a peer summary and 
the human reference summaries for: unigrams, bi-grams and skip bi-grams, which allow 
for a bi-gram to be found with as many as four words between them. 
 
 
4. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
This section gives an review of the literature from the perspective of important aspects of 
good performing or novel approaches to either multi-document summarization (MDF) or 
focused MDS. The figure below illustrates the timeline and breath of work that has been 
performed for summarization-like activities. 
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Figure 4 TIMELINE: Many past techniques are revisited.  
Only a few "truly novel" approaches. Emphasis has been placed on frequency/statistical approaches 
currently. 
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Table 1 Shown are the best, published systems for their respective categories. 
Their reported results are claimed to be better than competition participant results on various datasets for 
the NIST TAC conferences. Because systems report different evaluation measures or use different datasets, 
normalizing performances across years is not possible. 
 
 
 
 
 
4.1. Frequency-based Methods 
 
(Conroy, Schlesinger et al. 2006) with their “oracle” score calculated from the probability 
distribution of uni-grams in human reference summaries (corpus level). Their system 
outperformed even some human summaries on the DUC 2006 dataset. However, they 
also used so-called signature terms for a topic under observation; these are believe to be 
important terms derived from a sub-corpus of related documents but used less in the rest 
of the corpus. This is similar to pseudo-relevance feedback and is discussed later in its 
own sub-section. In combination with minor phrase eliminations (i.e. gerund clauses, lead 
adverbs, relative clause appositive, and intra-sentential attribution), this approach 
improved their median ROUGE-2 score from 0.078 to 0.080. Pivoted QR, a method from 
linear algebra they adopted for a term-sentence matrix of candidate sentences, was used 
for redundancy removal, performing better than maximum marginal relevance (MMR) 
(Zhang, Otterbacher et al. 2003). 
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Similarly, Nenkova et al. (Nenkova, Vanderwende et al. 2006) proved a frequency based 
extractive summarizer SumFocus can achieve performance comparable to state-of-the-art 
systems with a good composition function on “high content” units. They tested the effects 
of summation (allowed longer but less sentences), averaging (most robust toward 
sentence length and scoring), and multiplication (allowed shorter, information dense 
sentences) of frequency scores on sentence selection. They studied these on a within-
document level basis as opposed to a corpus level basis. In order to discover what made 
good content units, they counted occurrences of semantically equivalent content between 
summaries and the corpus, but only used shallow parsing to determine the respective 
importance of words. Semantic role labeling was used between the corpus and the human 
reference summaries:  the subjects, predicates and objects are parsed as terms or phrases 
into their semantic roles, such as with logic predicate (subject, object).  
 
Consequently, they discovered factors that influence human judgments and used them to 
create their system, increasing the accuracy of content counting during evaluation and 
distribution building. They also showed adjusting for context sensitivity (re-ranking 
previous high content terms found later in the corpus with a lower score) improves 
performance and significantly reduces content redundancy. Although summation was the 
most performant, they chose to use average sum. The DUC 2003 dataset was used for 
training, and evaluation was done the DUC 2004 datasets. Their unsupervised, data-
driven composition method ranked first in overall mean pyramid score (Nenkova and 
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Passonneau 2004), a score which they developed, and third for human responsiveness 
against the actual DUC participants. 
 
Yih et al. (Yih, Goodman et al. 2007) also evaluated against the DUC 2004 dataset. They 
tested two different methods to assign a score to each term in a document cluster: a 
generative (frequency and position information) and a discriminative (logistic regression 
on different combinations of frequency and term position data) approach. In their 
experiment, they improved upon the greedy approach of SumBasic (Nenkova, 
Vanderwende et al. 2006) for sentence selection and used a stack decoder to constantly 
compare different orderings of sentences and modifications. They find the set of 
sentences in the document cluster that maximizes the sum of these scores for each 
method, subject to length constraints. Overall results were better than those reported on 
the DUC 2004 summarization task for the ROUGE-1 score, beating the best competition 
performer CLASSY, which used Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), with the 
discriminative approach performing slightly better than the generative approach. They 
were second best for ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4. Even using just frequency or just 
term position information appeared to be comparably more performant than CLASSY. It 
is important to note that the DUC datasets are news-oriented and by this very nature 
include the most important information first as reported in (Yih, Goodman et al. 2007). 
  
4.2. Corpus Statistical Modeling 
   
Also performant on earlier datasets, Arora et al. (Arora and Ravindran 2008) used Latent 
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to capture a fixed number of topics being covered by the 
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corpus (using Gibbs Sampling with mixture components estimated using Moment 
Matching) into a main model, and then, form several alternate summaries using sentences 
with the highest probability of representing these different topics. Their framework 
assumed that a complete sentence of a document belongs to only one topic. Once the 
summaries were created, the best summary would contain the chosen number of highly 
probably topics, and thus, have the best log-likelihood value with the LDA model. Their 
system ignored the details of grammar and document structure. Compared to the top two 
DUC 2002 winners, their algorithms (simple inference, partially generative, and fully 
generative) gave significantly better ROUGE-1 scores. 
 
4.3. Sentential  Features Combination 
 
Boudin et al. (Boudin and Moreno 2007) show that a linear combination of features, a 
highly performant single-document summarization (CORTEX) score; topic words 
overlap; and cosine similarity of the whole document with the topic, can give good 
performance for MDS (NEO-CORTEX). They further show that sentence overlap with 
the topic is about four times more important than document similarity with the topic. 
Training was done on the DUC 2005 dataset and evaluation on the DUC 2006 dataset. 
They ranked 13th and 10th in ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 scores, respectively. In the 
same arena, (Ouyang, Li et al. 2007) declared performance of manually assigned weights 
is not predictable; therefore they used a Support Vector Regression (SVR) model to learn 
how to relate the "true" score of the sentence to its features by comparing sentences in 
human reference summaries with sentences in the document collection. The evaluations 
by ROUGE-2 criterion on DUC 2006 (training) and DUC 2005 (evaluation) datasets 
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show that combining a linear combination of seven features gave better performance than 
all participating systems. Their work supports the following order of increasing 
importance of layering features: document centroid, topic word matching, position 
information, stop word removal; both exact named entity matching and tracking the 
number of named entities, and the use of an Adapted Lesk WordNet similarity. When all 
features are combined, it yields a minor, yet best overall performance boost. 
 
4.4. Sentence Compression 
 
Using the DUC 2005 data set for training, Vanderwende et al. (Vanderwende, Suzuki et 
al. 2007) showed that sentence simplification improved the likelihood of being chosen as 
43.4% of the sentences selected for their summaries when evaluated against the DUC 
2006 dataset were the result of simplification, thereby adding one extra sentence to the 
250 word summaries. Their per-cluster mean ranking of 5.90 for pyramid scores was the 
best among the 22 systems and ranked third on human responsiveness; however, there 
appears to be no correlation found between pyramid score and ROUGE content score. 
However, Yih et al. (Yih, Goodman et al. 2007) showed only minuscule improvement 
using the same simplification process for ROUGE-1 score and virtually none for 
ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4. 
 
4.5. Graph-based Methods 
 
Experimental results on the DUC 2001 and DUC 2002 datasets by Wan et al. (Wan and 
Yang 2008) ranked highest above the top three actual participants. In their link analysis 
for MDS study, Cluster-based Conditional Markov Random Walk Model (CMRW) is 
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validated to be more robust than a Cluster-based HITS Model, with respect to increasing 
numbers of topic theme-based clusters. Cluster-based CMRW is based on a two-layer 
link graph with the lower layers as a traditional link graph between sentences, the upper 
layers as unconnected theme clusters, and a link between each theme cluster with one or 
more sentences representing conditional influence between the two. The three clustering 
algorithms (k-means, agglomerative, divisive) are validated to be as equally performant 
in a focused summarization process. In general, clustering has been shown to be more 
performant than classification because classification is adopted to discrete problems, and 
therefore, is imprecise against continuous real-value functions (Wan and Yang 2008). 
Using these clustering methods they were able to find the clusters within the document 
that truly represented sub-topics, and then extract the most similar sentence from each 
document-level cluster centroid. This approach was similar to the MEAD system (Radev, 
Jing et al. 2000), which popularized the use of the document centroid for choosing the 
most salient sentence from a document. In this way, (Wan and Yang 2008) were able to 
choose the most salient and diverse sentences, penalizing sentences with high overlap 
(redundancy) through MMR. 
 
4.6. Multi-level Text Relationships 
 
Using the inter- and intra-relationship between documents, sentences and terms and the 
effects they have on each other, the work of Wei et al. (Wei, Li et al. 2008) suggest that 
their query-sensitive mutual reinforcement chain (MRC) is a promising approach for 
summarization. The idea is that a document is important if it includes the important 
sentences, includes the important terms, and associates with other important documents; 
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similarly, this is done between the sentence level and term level, as well as across the 
different types of levels. They also incorporate a query-sensitive similarity metric to 
measure the affinity of a pair of documents (instead of cluster representatives) while 
comparing them to the query: the intersection of the three. However, the query is 
expanded into a “context vector” using a union of each synset member’s gloss in 
WordNet. An affinity matrix of the query-sensitive MRC whose convergence 
automatically ranks the text units is used, and sentences with the highest score and least 
redundant information are selected. According to their results, this process outperforms 
singly comparing the similarity of each sentence with the query context vector. They also 
showed that the external reinforcement across the three text granularity levels was more 
important than the internal among the levels, with document to sentence being the most 
important followed by sentence to term. Their system was evaluated against the DUC 
2005 and dataset outperformed the best participating system by 7.45% for ROUGE-2 and 
3.80% for ROUGE-SU4; the best system was only 1.12% and 1.46% better, respectively, 
than the second best system. 
 
4.7. Semantic and Discourse Analyses 
 
Wang et al. (Wang, Li et al. 2008) combined pair-wise sentence-level semantic similarity 
of “frames” to better capture similarity between sentences and then used symmetric non-
negative matrix factorization to divide the sentences into groups for improved extraction 
for regular MDS. Their experimental results on DUC 2005 and DUC 2006 data sets show 
improvement over the average system score from both competitions but no improvement 
over the average human scores. Advanced matrix representations of scoring equations 
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such as theirs, although complex and requiring more computation, add an efficient means 
of performing calculations due to the ability to use special manipulations such as in place 
normalization and finding eigenvectors. 
 
In the work of (Harabagiu and Lacatusu 2010), it was shown that topic representations 
based on structured sets of topic themes (i.e. predicate-argument structures), which were 
clustered by deep argument identification often with lengthy text units, improved the 
quality of content selection for MDS. Their work also showed the improved use of inter- 
and intra-sentential inter-sentential and light-weight cohesion information in the selection 
of sentences. Coherence was measured by "cue phrases" such as "because", "therefore", 
"although", etc. Cohesion was determined by themes co-occurring within the same 
sentence, co-occurring with preceding and successive sentences and co-reference 
between arguments of two different themes within the same text segment. On the DUC 
2004 dataset, their best MDS approach scored above other participants for ROUGE-SU4:  
thematic representation (i.e. linked-list form) with no compression and with ordered 
sentences by publication date of the documents representing the most related clusters, as 
determined by a "complete-link" algorithm on content words. 
 
4.8. Research Gaps 
 
In regards to linguistic processing, mostly all research described in the previous sub-
sections use shallow techniques such as POS tagging and NER. This has been the 
standard of operation; however, systems such as in (Nenkova, Vanderwende et al. 2006) 
have started to use “deeper” syntactic analysis in the form of nominal semantic role 
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labeling with positive results in "understanding" how humans summarize documents, 
showing a need for further study. (Shi, Melli et al. 2007) and (Harabagiu and Lacatusu 
2010) have shown the effective use of "deeper" semantic analysis and discourse analysis. 
Also, clustering of terms can be used to help differentiate topics and sub-topics within a 
document (Sun, Mitra et al. 2007).  The terms in each cluster can be associated by 
semantic similarity or by the entropy between different documents or different segments 
of documents. How this effect relates to focused MDS needs to be pursued in more depth 
as well. And, finally, as mentioned in (Dang 2006), coherence and cohesion are key 
factors that affects a judge’s perception of readability for automatic summaries. (Nenkova 
and McKeown 2003) has shown some promising work with improving coherence for 
MDS by attempting to statistically model syntactic realizations of referential expressions 
for entities. Also, (Shi, Melli et al. 2007) used longest common subsequences (LCS) of 
the sentence to be chosen with the sentence previously chosen for the summary to try to 
maintain coherence. However, the weighting toward LCS is a tradeoff with attaining the 
highest similarity to a particular focus. Unfortunately, their work could not be compared 
to other systems because they created their own non-standard dataset.  
 
Different concerns that can affect coherence such as topic segmentation, document 
structure, developing a scheme for information ordering, using cue words, etc. need to be 
studied more thoroughly for focused MDS. For instance, in (Sun, Mitra et al. 2007) it was 
shown that “cue” words could identify topic shift in a single document as well as help 
identify the reversal of sub-topic order in a document compared to another, when the 
focus was on globally shared topics among documents. Even the work of (Harabagiu and 
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Lacatusu 2010) used only four types of coherence relations:  contrast, cause-explanation-
evidence, condition and elaboration. Also, their work relies heavily on past competition 
corpus statistics for topic signatures to model topic relevant content (i.e. domain-
specific), a combination of handcrafted corpora including one deriving frames from 
WordNet to supplement their use of FrameNet to help determine semantic roles for their 
themes, their own hand-edited evaluation corpora based on Treebank and DUC 2004, and 
much training of different aspects of the system, such as decision tree classification over 
theme features that was trained on an ad-hoc, human annotated dataset representative of 
news (i.e. high complexity, very expensive, and domain specific). Furthermore, their 
results were derived from using 'a priori' topic input into their systems, and this was 
evaluated against the generic results attained by the other systems; therefore, their 
evaluation is not accurate. 
 
5. METHODOLOGY 
 
5.1. Approach 1 - MDS by Aggregate SDS via Semantic Linear Combination 
 
Approach 1 is a two-stage process. The first stage performs single-document 
summarization by weighting multiple features of the sentences and then creating an 
aggregate score. This aggregate score is used to help judge the importance (i.e. high 
information content and relevance) of the sentences toward the focus topic. The sentences 
are ranked by this aggregate score for each individual document, and afterwards, the most 
important sentences are at the top in descending order of importance. The sentences are 
then tagged to be extracted and become candidate sentences. These candidate sentences 
are then placed into a candidate list. The candidate sentences are then ranked from 
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highest to lowest based on their respective aggregate scores. The highest ranked sentence 
is removed from the candidate list and added to the summary one at a time until the 
summary's maximum size is reached. However, if the summary has reached its maximum 
length, no more sentences may be added. This is performed for each document yielding a 
summary for each document. 
 
The second stage performs MDS and uses the best tagged sentences from the first stage 
as an immediate body of sentences from which to work. The difference is that all the 
sentences from all the previous documents that were summarized singly are compared 
together and a summary for MDS is created. A candidate list is created and consists of 
the sentences. The candidate sentences are ranked from highest aggregate score to the 
lowest in the candidate list before being placed into the summary. The candidate sentence 
with the highest aggregate score is removed from the candidate list and placed into the 
summary if the candidate sentence does not have a cosine similarity of more than 0.20 
with any of the sentences within the summary. The previous step is performed in order to 
remove redundancy. Too much redundancy causes new information not to get a chance to 
be placed into the summary. This two-stage process was chosen in order to help remove 
redundancy immediately from the very beginning done by SDS. This process also 
condenses important information within each document upfront, maintaining the 
document's main topics. 
 
The features selected for stage 1 are listed and described next. In order to attain these 
features, the documents first need to be  observed in isolation, and hence, single-
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document summarization is performed first. Shallow semantic analysis is performed by 
weighting the total of semantic classes each sentence contains, along with a weighting for 
the signifying semantic cues. The semantic cues are adverbial words deemed to signify 
important information. Therefore, they are used to help determine important sentences. 
 
The formula utilized to combine the sentence features into an aggregate score is: 
 
Aggregate Score = ∑i Є F  ɷi * fi, (1) 
 
where fi is one of the features described below, i is the number of the feature, ɷi is the 
weight of fi, and F is the feature set that this research used. 
 
The feature set consists of the following features: 
 
The first sentence feature is the "tf", which refers to the "term frequency" of a term within 
the individual document under observation. The number of occurrences of a term within a 
document signifies its importance to the document. It is expected that an important term 
will appear many times but not too many times that its importance diminishes to that of a 
common word or stop word. Common words or stop words appear many, many times 
throughout the corpus and carry very little information. The total "tf" of the terms within 
the sentence is normalized by the sentence's length and added as an annotation to the 
sentence. 
 
 
The second feature is the "df", which refers to the "document frequency" of a term's 
existence within multiple documents, or the number of documents containing the word. It 
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is expected that an important term across multiple documents will appear in a few 
documents but not in too many documents that its importance diminishes to that of a 
common word or stop word. Common words or stop words appear many, many times 
throughout the corpus and carry very little information. Content words usually appear 
within at least three to four out of ten documents. Content words are those words that add 
greater value than common or stop words and help provide "meaning" to sentences. 
 
The third feature is the "tf*df", which refers to the term frequency times the document 
frequency. This feature is an amplifying effect on a term to give it more importance 
toward a multi-document summary. The goal is to evaluate whether this amplification 
would work better for moving from single-document summarization to multi-document 
summarization than the standard term weighting feature "tf*idf" that follows. 
 
The fourth feature is the "tf*idf", which refers to the term frequency times the inverse of 
the document frequency. This has been a standard form of term frequency for 
determining the importance of a term throughout a corpus. The reasoning is that very 
high frequent terms that also appear in most of the documents lend little to signifying 
importance. These terms may not be stop words, but may be very common words. The 
inversion of the document frequency gives strength to rarer words that are potentially 
important to humans, but not appearing in many documents. This then increases the 
importance of the term within a single document and increasing its likelihood to be added 
to the document's summary.  
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The fifth feature is the "firstSent", which refers to the cosine similarity of a sentence in an 
individual document with that of the very first sentence of that document. The rational 
being that the leading sentence will carry terms that are important throughout the 
document, so important supporting sentences should have a degree of similarity with it.  
 
The sixth feature is the "pos", which refers to a score given by the position of the 
sentence within the document. Earlier sentences receive a higher score for their 
placement than trailing sentences within the document. This is used because it has shown 
varying degrees of improvement within the literature, such as with the work of (Ouyang, 
Li et al. 2007). 
 
The seventh feature is the "title", which refers to the cosine similarity of a sentence 
within the individual document with the title of that document. As with the "firstSent" 
feature, the "title" feature was expected to be an indicator of good content words that 
should be found within sentences to determine their importance. 
 
The eight feature is the "ne", which refers to the amount of information from the semantic 
classes of specific named entity types location, person, organization, date, and person's 
title contained within the sentence. This feature is determined by the number of these 
semantic classes and is used to determine the "meaningfulness" of a sentence. The goal of 
which is to determine the degree at which sentence selection is improved or not by this 
aspect of semantic analysis. 
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The ninth feature is the "qry", which refers to the cosine similarity of a sentence with the 
query (i.e. the focus). The focus here is taken as the topic terms plus the narrative terms 
together, as seen in Figure 3 of section 3.1.16, because the important terms may repeat. A 
special stop word list was created by manual observation of the task list that contained 
the topics in order to remove "noise" from less important terms.  For comparisons, the 
query and sentence are represented as term vectors Vf = {w t1, wt2,..., wtn}, where f refers 
to a frequency feature from the sentence (or query) for the term within the vector, w is the 
weight of the term t. The value of w can change depending on the mode of the system. 
The value of w  can be taken from the tf*idf feature, the tf feature, tf*df feature, or df 
feature. These changes in mode effect the query feature, which is the cosine similarity 
between the query and an individual sentence, and are performed to examine the 
differences in performance of the system instances. These modes are referenced in Table 
5. 
  
The tenth feature is the "cue", which refers to the amount of semantics derived from 
signifying cue words around important and/or supportive information found within a 
sentence. This is used to help determine the degree at which sentence selection is 
improved or not by this aspect of semantic analysis. The cues used were: who, what, 
when, where, why, how, so and that. These cues may identify important supporting 
information. 
 
And, the last set of features are the "ngram-*", which refer to their "term frequency" and 
"document frequency" counterparts, except that they are multiple terms together taken as 
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one term during observation. For instance, bi-grams, tri-grams, 4-grams, and bi-grams 
within a four word window (i.e.  skip update 4 bi-grams rougeSU4). 
 
5.1.1. Stage 1 Algorithm: SDS via Semantic Linear Combination (SLC) 
 
Input: A Corpus (C) of topically related Documents (D) pre-processed into Sentences (S) 
by which shallow semantic analysis has been performed: the Named Entities (NE) have 
been labeled externally by GATE ANNIE. 
 
Output: A summary (SUMM) is a subset of Sentences (S) from the input corpus 
documents up to a  maxLength  (i.e., SUMM = {S1, S2, ... , SN}, where N is the maximum 
number of sentences that could be added to the summary). SUMM contains the best 
sentences toward a single-document summary. 
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Figure 5 Flow of the Semantic Analysis SDS by LCS 
 
 
 
Step 1. Create a vector of terms for each sentence in the document with stop words 
removed.  
 
The term vector is a set of terms from the sentence such that a term only appears 
once. The term vector is represented as Vtf*df = {wt1, wt2,..., wtn} where t represents 
a unique term in the sentence and w represents its tf*df within the observed 
document. 
 
The tf*df score was used because the previously widely used tf*idf score, using 
the inverse of document frequency,  did not produce adequate results against the 
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gold standard baseline evaluation when combining the best sentences from this 
SDS approach. An example of a vector follows. 
 
 
Sentence S = "Production is expected to be running at full pelt from 2008." 
 
Term vector V = {production="tf*df" expect="tf*df" run="tf*df" full="tf*df" pelt="tf*df" 
2008="tf*df"} 
Term vector V = {production="4*3" expect="3*2" run="1*1" full="1*" pelt="1*1" 
2008="1*7"} 
Term vector V = {production="12.0" expect="6.0" run="1.0" full="2.0" pelt="1.0" 
2008="7.0"} 
 
Figure 6 Example Term Vector of a Sentence 
 
 
Stop words have been removed from the term vector. Stop word removal is a 
standard summarization practice when creating term vectors because stop words 
add noise to the calculation of similarity between sentences and are too common. 
In a way, stop word removal slightly condenses the sentences to a more semantic 
representation (i.e. to their most important and "meaningful" content). This 
reduction of noise produces better measure of similarity because it removes the 
words that appear very heavily throughout the body of text, but yet, keeps the 
main content words that are more "expressive" to what the body of text portrays. 
// S represents a sentence 
For each ti in [S] Do  
// T is the set of terms for the sentence S 
If ti Not in stopwords and Not in [T] 
Then add to set [T] 
 
 
Step 2. Create a normalized vector for each sentence from its original vector Vtf*df. 
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Vnorm = {w
'
t1, w
'
t2,..., w
'
tn}  where w' represents the normalized weight of the 
corresponding term from Vtf*df. Below, the total represents the square root of the 
sum of all the squared term weights.  Each term weight is then normalize by this 
total. Normalizing the weights provides an equalizing factor when comparing the 
values to another sentence's term vector, which may have had a vastly differing 
range of values. 
 
total := 0  
// V represents the vector 
For each ti in [V] Do total += wi * wi 
total := sqrt(total) 
For each w
'
i in [V] Do w
'
i = w
'
i /total 
 
 
Step 3. Repeat Steps 1-2 for n-grams (i.e. n = 2 ~ 4) and for bi-grams within a 
window of four words. 
 
It has been shown that the rougeSU4 (skip update bi-grams evaluation measure) 
correlates well with measuring a summary's equivalence to the four human 
reference summaries created for the evaluation. Therefore, these combinations 
term collocations are also found for each sentence and scored. Since humans have 
tended to take combination of words collocated together that they deem 
important, this step mimics that effect. 
 
Step 4. Score each sentence based on its position within the document. 
 
 
lambda = totalSentences - sentencePosition 
posScore := lambda / totalSentences 
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For example, observing the fourth sentence in a document of 20 sentences would 
give the sentence a position score of 0.80. 20 - 4 = 16 and 16 / 20 yields 0.80. The 
closer the sentence is to the beginning, the more important it is. The TAC (or 
DUC) data set used in the evaluation is from newswire text and important 
information in news tends to be reported in the beginning of the document and its 
importance then decreases through the document. 
 
Step 5. Score each sentence against the title using cosine similarity. 
 
The title of the document describes the content to follow in its body of text and 
what it is about. The important information within the document should mention 
or refer  to some degree to the terms within the title. Therefore, a cosine similarity 
measure is taken to capture this importance as a score. 
 
  // Stitle is the title sentence of the document D 
For each Si in [D]  
Do titleScorei := cosine(Stitle, Si) 
 
 
Step 6. Score each sentence against the first sentence using cosine similarity. 
 
Sfirst is the first sentence in the document D other than the title. 
 
 
For each Si in [D]  
Do firstScorei := cosine(Sfirst, Si) 
 
 
The first sentence of a document in newswire text usually contains the strongest 
sentence in consideration of the most important terms of the document and the 
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topic. Therefore, a weighting of this score is added to the aggregate score used to 
select the sentences later toward the summary. 
 
Step 7. Score each sentence based on the number of named entities (NE) found, 
normalize by the total number of entities found.  
 
Normalizing the NE score provides a means of adequately comparing it with other 
sentences. All weights wi = 1 and the named entity in their specific semantic 
classes are: Person, Organization, Location, Date, Title, JobTitle, and Address. 
 
neScore := 0 
// S represents a sentence 
For each NEi in [S] // i represents the loop iteration (i.e. 1 to N NEs) 
Do neScore += wi 
neScore := neScore/i 
 
 
Step 8. Score the sentences using semantically influential cue words. 
 
Each sentence S is represented by the term (t) it contains (i.e., S = {t1, t2,..., tn}, 
and the semantic cue score of S is determined by the first level signifying relative 
clause adverbials (i.e., who, what, when, where, why, and how) with weight 1 and 
the second level signifying relative clause adverbials (i.e. so, that, and which) 
with weight 0.5. 
 
// Dk refers to each document in the corpus 
For Dk in [1,..., K] Do  
 // Sj refers to each sentence in Dk 
 For Sj in [1,..., J] Do 
  semanticCueScore := 0 
  // Ti refers to each "cue" term in the sentence Sj 
weight(Ti) refers to the weight of the cue term 
  For Ti in [1,..., I] Do 
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   semanticCueScore := semanticCueScore + 
weight(Ti) 
  semanticCueScore := semanticCueScore / length(Sj) 
 
 
Step 9. Score the sentences for query similarity. 
 
The best sentences should be related with the terms within the query. The relation 
used is the cosine similarity between the query vector of the query and the 
sentence vector of the individual sentence under observation within the document. 
As explained in the "qry" feature paragraph of section 5.1, in order to score 
sentences for query similarity, the settings of the system instance can change 
according to Tables 5 and 6. This alters which frequency feature of the term in the 
observed sentence within the document is used to obtain the value for that term 
within the term vector. 
 
Step 10. Aggregate the sentence feature scores. 
 
For each individual sentence for each individual document, add all the individual 
sentence feature scores together times their respective weights and place this 
score as the aggregate score onto the sentence. This aggregate score is used 
because it represents the overall expressiveness and salience of the sentence 
toward both the document and the query. Each document provides its most 
important sentences toward the summary. The formula as shown in (1) is as 
follows: 
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Aggregate Score = ∑i Є F  ɷi * fi, where fi is one of the features described in section 
5.1, i is the number of the feature, ɷi is the weight of fi, and F is the feature set 
that this research use. 
 
 
Step 11. Place the aggregate scored sentences from the documents into a new candidate 
LIST. 
 
 
Step 12. Rank the candidate sentences in the LIST by highest aggregate score in 
descending order. 
 
The best sentences must be selected into a summary, so ranking is the first step 
for summary sentence selection. 
 
Step 13. Select the candidate sentences one at a time from the top of the candidate 
LIST. 
 
Remove the candidate sentence from the candidate LIST each time, into the 
summary SUMM. Redundancy removal is necessary in order to avoid getting 
multiple sentences that repeat the same information. Getting the same information 
would decreases the chances of other important terms being added to the 
summary. Add the next sentence from the candidate LIST to SUMM  if its cosine 
similarity with the previously added sentences within SUMM is less than or equal 
to 0.20. Once the maxLenth(SUMM) is reached, stop. 
 
// Dk refers to each document in the corpus 
For Dk in [1,..., K] Do  
 // Si refers to each sentence in Dk 
 For Si in [1,..., I] Do 
// Sj refers to each sentence in SUMM 
For Sj in [1,..., J] Do 
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If cosine Sim(Si, Sj) <= 0.20 and length(SUMM)  < 
maxLength 
Then add Si to SUMM 
Else end 
 
 
5.1.2. Stage 2 Algorithm: MDS By SDS via SLC 
 
Input: A corpus (C) of topically related documents (D) pre-processed into the best 
sentences (S) from the Stage 1 SDS by Shallow Semantic Analysis. 
 
Output: A summary (SUMMm) is a subset of Sentences (S) from the input documents up 
to maxLength (i.e., SUMMm= {S
x
1, S
y
2, ... , S
z
N}, where m refers to multi-document and x, 
y, and z identifies its containing document). 
 
 
 
Figure 7 Flow of MDS by Semantic Analysis SDS from LCS 
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Step 1. Collect all of the previous summary sentences from each document processed 
from Stage 1 into a candidate LIST. 
 
 
Step 2. Rank the sentences by highest aggregate score in descending order. These 
aggregate scores are obtained in Stage 1 and include the query similarity 
feature from Step 9 of Stage 1. 
 
The best sentences must be selected into a summary, so ranking is the first step 
for summary sentence selection. The best sentences should be related with the 
terms within the query. The relation used is the cosine similarity between the 
query vector of the query and the sentence vector of the individual sentence under 
observation within the document. As explained in the "qry" feature paragraph of 
section 5.1, the settings of the system instance can change  the term vectors 
according to Tables 5 and 6 of section 6.2, altering which frequency feature of the 
term from the sentence under observation within the document is used to obtain 
the value for the term within the term vector. 
 
Step 3. Select the sentences one at a time from the top of the candidate LIST. 
 
Remove the top ranked sentence from the candidate LIST each time, into the 
summary SUMMm list. Redundancy removal is necessary in order to prevent from 
getting multiple sentences that repeat the same information. Getting the same 
information decreases the chances of other important terms being added to the 
summary. Add the next sentence in the LIST to SUMMm  if it is not similar to the 
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previously added sentences within SUMM by more than a cosine similarity 
threshold of 0.20. Once the maxLength(SUMM) is reached, stop. 
 
// Dk refers to each document in the corpus 
For Dk in [1,..., K] Do  
 // Si refers to each sentence in Dk 
 For Si in [1,..., I] Do 
// Sj refers to each sentence in SUMMm 
For Sj in [1,..., J] Do 
If cosineSim(Si, Sj) <= 0.20 and length(SUMMm)  < 
maxLength 
Then add Si to SUMMm 
Else End 
 
 
5.2. Approach 2 - MDS by Semantic Triples Clustering with Focus Overlap 
 
The approach uses a semantic triple representation of a sentence for sentence selection 
and redundancy removal. This representation is that of triples in the form of subject-verb-
object (s-v-o), which takes a verb as predicate along with its subject and object. An 
example representation can be found in Example 1 of Figure 8. These triples are used as a 
method of representing the sentences as their most basic "meaning" as part of shallow 
semantic analysis. These triples also have the effect of filtering out "noise" that would 
otherwise cause two compared sentences to appear unrelated. Also, because the semantic 
triples are more succinct than taking the whole sentence, they allow for a shorter method 
of clustering the sentences. Figure 8 gives three examples of this triple format for three 
sentences. 
 
First, all sentences of the documents are parsed into this s-v-o triple format. Afterwards, 
all document sentence triples are clustered together by their verb and at least one other 
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similar semantic role. A semantic role is one of three positions a term can be located 
within the main proposition of the sentence (i.e. the portion that represents the “content" 
or "meaning" of the sentence). These semantic roles are: subject, verb, and (direct) object. 
The similarity of the semantic roles is determined by term equivalence. Next, the 
semantic triples are clustered by semantic similarity. Clustering is performed in order to 
remove redundancy. An example of a cluster is shown in Figure 9. The sentence on the 
left has the verb "spread" and the subject "violence" in one of its semantic triples, as does 
the sentence on the right. Hence, the two sentences are clustered by having their similar 
semantic triples appearing within the same cluster. The grouping together of the semantic 
triples into a cluster brings all the sentences representing the same "meaning" together, 
and the most important sentence from the cluster is used to represent the cluster. The 
triples within the cluster are ordered by triples size using a stable sort, and then, ordered 
by the aggregate score of its respective sentence using a stable sort. A stable sort is a sort 
that does not move elements being sorted if it is not necessary to move the element. Size 
refers to the amount of triples the sentence that the observed triple represents has. For 
instance, a triple can come from a sentence having as many as four triples. In this way, 
the cluster semantic triples are appropriately sorted by both size and aggregate score, but 
favoring aggregate score. This is because the aggregate score contains the most 
information regarding importance since it relies on multiple sentence features. Then, the 
semantic triples are compared with the focus (i.e. the query or topic) for saliency based 
on how much of the semantic triple overlaps with the focus. For instance, a semantic 
triple that mentions the focus "riots spreading" will be more salient than a semantic triple 
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not referencing “riots" or "spreading" directly within any of its semantic roles. Figure 8 
Example 2 below shows a sentence with a semantic triple containing "riot" and "spread", 
which are the root words of 'riots spreading'. The semantic triples are again sorted in 
descending order by this overlap with the query. Finally, the most focus-salient triple 
clusters are chosen for selection into summaries. Further details follow. 
 
 
Example 1 of Step 1 Example 2 of Step 1 
Document 1 Sentence Document 2 Sentence 
[France] to [impose] [curfew] in riot-hit areas 
from Wednesday. 
[Rioting] [spreads] to at least 20 Paris-region 
towns. 
  
 
Example 3 of Step 1 
Document 3 Sentence 
According to police, the [violence] [erupted] after two [boys],..., [died] when [they] [scaled]  a wall 
of an electrical relay station and fell against a transformer. 
   
 
Figure 8 Represents examples of sentences transformed into semantic triples.  
The circle node represents the verb, the first square node represents the subject, and the last square node 
represents the object (direct) if found. 
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5.2.1. Algorithm: Focused MDS By SDS via SLC 
 
Input: A corpus (C) of topically related documents (D) pre-processed into the best 
sentences (S) from the Stage 1 SDS by Shallow Semantic Analysis of Approach 1 and 
pre-processed for their subject-verb-object triples. Stage 2 MDS of Approach 1 is not 
used as part of this approach. In addition to the Stage 1 SDS processing from Approach 1, 
the sentences are tagged by the MultiPAX for their semantic roles. MultiPAX (Krestel, 
Witte et al.) was the only parser available that would work with the utilized infrastructure 
based on the GATE architecture. 
 
Output: A summary (SUMMstc) is a subset of Sentences (S) from the input corpus 
documents up to maxLength (i.e., SUMMm= {S
x
1, S
y
2, ... , S
z
N}, where x, y, and z identifies 
its containing document). 
 
 
 
Example of Step 2 Semantic Clusters 
 
_ Nov. 4 _ Youths torch 750 cars, throw 
stones at paramedics, as violence spreads to 
other towns. 
The violence has spread to 200 city 
suburbs and towns, ... French police 
said 
  
Figure 9 Represents a semantic cluster. 
The cluster has been aggregated by semantic similarity of at least two out of the three roles. Here, the 
equivalent verb is "spread"  and the second equivalent semantic role is "violence", the subject. 
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Figure 10 Flow of Semantic Triples Clustering MDS System 
 
 
 
Step 1. Collect all of the summary sentences from each document processed from 
Stage 1 of Approach 1. Identify the subject-verb-object triples for each 
sentence using a semantic role labeler as in Figure 13 below. 
 
Step 2. Cluster the semantic triples according to their semantic similarity, determined 
by having the same verb and having the same term in at least one other 
semantic role (i.e. either subject or object). 
 
cluster(Triple, clusters): 
 For each cluster  in clusters Do 
 If Triple.verb similar to cluster.verb 
If Triple.subject similar to cluster.subject OR  
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Triple.object similar to cluster.object 
  Then add Triple to cluster 
 
 
Step 3. Rank the cluster triples by the triples size of their respective sentence using a 
stable sort. 
 
Consider two triples, triple A and triple B within the same cluster. If triple A 
belongs to sentence 1 and sentence 1 contains 3 triples, sentence 1 has a triples 
size of 3. If triple B belongs to sentence 2 and sentence 2 contains 2 triples, 
sentence 2 has a triples size of 2. Therefore, triple A would get a higher ranking 
for triples size within the cluster. 
 
Step 4. Rank the cluster triples by their respective sentence's aggregate score using a 
stable sort. 
 
Use the aggregate score of the sentences obtained from Stage 1 (i.e the SDS 
process) of Approach 1 above in consideration of judging their importance. Since 
the sentences have already been filtered for the most salient information within 
the corpus, their aggregate scores are used again. 
 
Step 5. Rank the cluster triples by their query overlap using a stable sort. 
 
 
Step 6. Rank the candidate clusters: 
 
  
candidateList.size = 0 
 For each cluster in clusters  
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Add representative with the highest aggregate score to the 
candidateList 
sortBySize(candidateList):  a stable sort 
sortByScore(candidateList):  a stable sort 
sortByQueryOverlap(candidateList):  a stable sort 
 
 
Step 7. Add sentences from the candidate list to the summary based on highest 
aggregate score: 
 
For each sentence in candidateList Do 
  If summary.size < maxLength 
  Then add sentence to summary 
 
 
5.3. Approach 3 - MDS by STC with Cluster Connections 
 
This approach uses a semantic triple representation of a sentence for sentence selection 
and redundancy removal just as in Approach 2. However, Approach 3 deviates in that 
after the processing is performed for Approach 2, the sentences become the unit of 
clustering. Each of the previous triples within a cluster belongs to a sentence. Each of the 
sentences may contain multiple triples. Therefore, each sentence may belong to multiple 
clusters. Within each cluster the sentences are scored for their degree of connectivity to 
other sentences. Connectivity is the property of one triple having one and only one 
similar semantic role with another triple. Through their triples, each sentence has a 
degree of connectivity that is broken down into intra-connectivity, the number of 
connections to other sentences within the cluster, and inter-connectivity, the number of 
connections to other sentences outside the cluster. The triples and clusters are ranked as 
before, except the sentences are then ranked within the clusters by their respective 
degrees, and the clusters are then ranked by their respective total degrees as well. Now, 
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sentences are no longer selected simply by the one highest ranking triple as a micro unit, 
but by the connectivity of the sentence as a larger, encompassing macro unit. The highest 
ranked sentence is then taken from the highest ranked cluster and placed into the 
summary until the maximum length is reach. Examples of connectivity between 
sentences follow. 
 
 
 
 
  
Example Semantic Triple Cluster with Intra-connectivity 
 
_ Nov. 4 _ Youths torch 750 cars, throw 
stones at paramedics, as violence spreads 
to other towns. 
The violence has spread to 200 city suburbs 
and towns, ... French police said 
 
 
Figure 11 Represents STC with Intra-connectivity 
The two sentences are within the same cluster (violence-spread-*) and each has a triple that has a similar 
object, stone. This adds to both sentences an intra-connectivity of value 1. 
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5.3.1. Algorithm: Focused MDS By SDS via Semantic Linear Combination 
 
Input: A corpus (C) of topically related documents (D) pre-processed into the best 
sentences (S) from the Stage 1 SDS by Shallow Semantic Analysis of Approach 1 and 
pre-processed for their subject-verb-object triples. Stage 2 MDS of Approach 1 is not 
used as part of this approach. In addition to the Stage 1 SDS processing from Approach 1, 
Approach 2 Steps 1-6 are used to collect  the triples into their proper ordering, and the 
sentences are later ordered by the connections between these triples. 
 
Output: A summary (SUMMconn) is a subset of Sentences (S) from the input corpus 
documents up to maxLength (i.e., SUMMconn= {S
x
1, S
y
2, ... , S
z
N}, where x, y, and z 
identifies its containing document). 
 
 
Example Semantic Triple Cluster with Inter-connectivity 
 
France imposed a curfew after violence 
erupted in Paris. 
The violence has spread to 200 city suburbs 
and towns, ... French police said 
  
Figure 12 Represents STC with Inter-connectivity 
The two sentences are in two separate clusters (France-impose-curfew and violence-spread-*, respectively) 
and each has a triple that has a similar subject, violence. This adds to both sentences an inter-connectivity 
value of 1. 
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Figure 13 Flow of Semantic Triples Clustering MDS System 
 
 
 
Step 1. Collect all of the summary sentences from each document processed from Stage 1 
of Approach 1. Identify the subject-verb-object triples for each sentence using a 
semantic role labeler as in Figure 13 below. 
 
Step 2. Cluster the semantic triples according to their semantic similarity, determined by 
having the same verb and having the same term in at least one other semantic role 
(i.e. either subject or object). 
 
cluster(Triple, clusters): 
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 For each cluster  in clusters Do 
 If Triple.verb similar to cluster.verb 
If Triple.subject similar to cluster.subject OR  
Triple.object similar to cluster.object 
  Then add Triple to cluster 
 
 
Step 3. Rank the cluster triples by the triples size of their respective sentence using a 
stable sort. 
 
Consider two triples, triple A and triple B within the same cluster. If triple A 
belongs to sentence 1 and sentence 1 contains 3 triples, sentence 1 has a triples 
size of 3. If triple B belongs to sentence 2 and sentence 2 contains 2 triples, 
sentence 2 has a triples size of 2. Therefore, triple A would get a higher ranking 
for triples size within the cluster. 
 
Step 4. Rank the cluster triples by their respective sentence's aggregate score using a 
stable sort. 
 
Use the aggregate score of the sentences obtained from Stage 1 (i.e the SDS 
process) of Approach 1 above in consideration of judging their importance. Since 
the sentences have already been filtered for the most salient information within 
the corpus, their aggregate scores are used again. 
 
Step 5. Rank the cluster triples by their query overlap using a stable sort. 
 
 
Step 6. Rank the candidate clusters: 
 
candidateList.size = 0 
 For each cluster in clusters  
 Add representative with the highest aggregate score to the 
candidateList 
sortBySize(candidateList):  a stable sort 
sortByScore(candidateList):  a stable sort 
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sortByQueryOverlap(candidateList):  a stable sort 
 
 
Step 7. Add the intra-cluster connectivity to each sentence within the cluster: 
 
INTRA := 0 /* intra-cluster relationship */ 
For CLm in [1,..., M] Do /* CLm refers to each cluster */ 
  For Sj in [1,..., J] Do /* Sj refers to each sentence in CLm */ 
   For Sk in [j+1,..., K] Do /*Sk refers to each other sentence != Sj*/ 
/* SVO
j
x refers to each triplet of Sj */ 
  For SVO
j
x in [1,..., X] Do 
   /* SVO
k
y refers to each triplet of Sk */ 
   For SVO
k
y in [1,..., Y] Do 
   /* ^ refers to having only 1 similar semantic role*/ 
    If SVO
j
x ^ SVO
k
y 
    Then Sj.INTRA += 1 and  Sk.INTRA += 1 
 
 
Step 8. Add the inter-cluster connectivity to each sentence within the cluster: 
 
INTER := 0 //inter-cluster relationship 
For CLm in [1,..., M] Do /* CLm refers to each cluster */ 
 For CLc in [m+1,..., C] Do /* CLc refers to each other cluster != CLm */ 
  For S
m
j in [1,..., J] Do /* S
m
j refers to each sentence in CLm */ 
/* S
c
k refers to each sentence in CLc */ 
   For S
c
k in [1,..., K] Do  
    If S
m
j ^ S
c
k  
    Then S
m
j.INTER += 1 and S
c
k.INTER 
 
 
Step 9. Rank the sentences within the cluster by their total degree of connections (i.e. 
rank by DEGREE = INTRA+INTER for each sentence) 
 
 
Step 10. Rank the clusters by their total degree of connections (i.e. rank by total DEGREE 
= INTRA+INTER from each sentence) 
 
 
Step 11. Add the highest ranked sentence from the highest ranked cluster to the summary 
until its max length is reached 
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6. EXPERIMENTS 
 
This chapter details the experimental design of the automatic focused multi-document 
summarization (fMDS) system using semantic analysis. The system utilizes readily 
available text engineering components. The basis for the infrastructure of the system is 
the General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE 7), which contains many well-
known resources (i.e. Tokenizer, POS tagging, Stanford parser, Named Entity 
Recognition, etc.)  that are pipelined together, as well as a new component for GATE 
called the Multi-language Predicate Arguments Extractor (MultiPAX)  (Krestel, Witte et 
al. 2010) that takes the annotations generated by selected processing resources in GATE 
and tags the sentences with their subject-verb-object triples. The aspects to be evaluated 
are changes in performance due to the isolation and/or combination of the following: 
 Semantic cues and semantic class weighting MDS 
 Semantic triples clustering for MDS 
 
6.1. Data 
 
Evaluation was performed against the gold standard human summaries. These human 
summaries come from the NIST TAC 2008 topic-based summarization track and are 
comprised of newswire text. Results are compared to the other veteran automatic systems 
that originally competed in the series of summarization competitions over six years. The 
evaluation is performed similarly as outlined in Section 3.8 for the competition (Dang 
2008). The objective was to observe the overall performance of the system with the goal 
of surpassing the veteran participants on at least one of the ROUGE evaluation metrics. 
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Input: The gold standard dataset for the test evaluation is a collection of 10 corpora, each 
with 10 newswire documents containing ~250-500 words (~20 sentences) for a total of 
~200 sentences total each corpus in the data set. Each corpus has a topic that relates all 10 
documents it contains. Figure 5 shows an example of such a topic. Figure 6 shows an 
example of a document from this collection. The "<HEADLINE>" is the "title" of the 
document and the main content is within the "<TEXT>" tag. 
 
 
num: D0801A| 
title: Airbus A380 
narrative: Describe developments in the production and launch of the 
Airbus A380. 
Figure 14 Example Topic Task utilized to focus sentence selection into summaries 
 
<DOC id="AFP_ENG_20050115.0485" type="other" > 
<HEADLINE> 
The Airbus A380: from drawing board to runway-ready in a decade 
</HEADLINE> 
<DATELINE> 
PARIS, Jan 16 
</DATELINE> 
<TEXT>The A380, the new Airbus "superjumbo"  
which will be officially unveiled Tuesday, is the product of a  
decade of designing, drumming up of advance orders and dreams of  
knocking Boeing's 747 off its perch as the top bird in passenger  
transport....  
</TEXT></DOC> 
Figure 15 Example of a document from one of the gold standard corpora collection 
 
 
 
Appendix A contains all ten documents from the corpus which the above sample comes 
from, D0801A-A. Due to legal and policy issues, the NIST organizers do not allow 
publishing of the full data set, but do allow only a very small portion to be published for 
examples sake. The entire data set must be acquired directly from NIST in order to 
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compare one's results. The AQUAINT-2 User Agreement must also be signed from the 
following location and sent to NIST for access to the data set for download: 
http://www.nist.gov/tac/2008/summarization/ 
 
The total size of the data set is 960 document, of which 480 documents are necessary for 
this work's comparison. The second half "B" is for the update summarization task and this 
work focuses only on half "A", the regular focused multi-document summarization task. 
Comparison is done against the NIST provided gold baseline automatic system "0". "0" 
from this point forward references this baseline system for comparisons (i.e. "run 0", 
"system 0", etc.). 
 
Output: One summary with a maximum length of 100 words (~4-6 sentences) based on 
the most important sentences from the entire corpus. Example summaries from the 
developed automatic system are shown below for corpus D0801A-A (in Appendix A), 
along with the baseline system 0 summary and the top scoring automatic system 
summary, system 60. 
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Table 2 Human Reference Summaries. 
Human Reference Summary A 
 
The European Airbus A380 flew its maiden test flight from France 10 years after 
design development started. 
The A380 super-jumbo passenger jet surpasses the Boeing 747 and breaks their 
monopoly. 
Airlines worldwide have placed orders but airports may need modification to 
accommodate the weight and width of the A380. 
U.S. airlines have not placed an order. 
Airbus has fallen behind in production and a backlog of orders has developed. 
Airbus must sell at least 250 planes to break even financially. 
The A380 is overweight and modifications to meet the weight requirements 
impacted the budget. 
Additional test flights are planned. 
 
Human Reference Summary C 
 
Emirate Airlines ordered the first passenger A380 five months before its December 
2000 launch. 
In January Federal Express ordered the first cargo A380. 
Thirteen non-American airlines have placed 154 orders; China and Hong Kong 
have options. 
Commercial deliveries begin first quarter 2006 to Singapore. 
A380s will land at 25 airports worldwide, including New York, Los Angeles, San 
Francisco, Miami, Chicago, Dulles, Memphis and Anchorage. 
In February 2001 Airbus's Hamburg plant expanded. 
Toulouse production started in January 2002. 
In July 2003 Broughton, Wales got an Airbus plant. 
The first A380 arrived in January 2005, taking its maiden flight April 27. 
 
Human Reference Summary E 
 
The largest passenger airliner ever built, the Airbus 380(A380), took off on its 
maiden four-hour flight on April 27, 2005 in France. 
The European company, Airbus, is the newest competitor with the Boeing 
Company. 
The A380 is designed to carry 555 passengers, but can be expanded to 800 seats. 
Airbus stresses the plane's fuel efficiency. 
Its first test flight was successful. 
Orders for 149 aircraft from airlines and freight companies have been received. 
No US airline has ordered the jet yet. 
First commercial deliveries to Singapore Airlines are scheduled for 2006. 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Human Reference Summary G 
 
In 1994 Airbus began engineering the A380, a superjumbo airliner larger than 
Boeing's 747. 
Component production started in 2002 in Germany and France. 
A Toulouse, France assembly line opened in 2004. 
Parts were pared down and new materials introduced to keep the plane at target 
weight but sent the plane over budget. 
The A380, carrying between 555 and 840 passengers, was unveiled in January 2005 
and test flown in April. 
Airports need to make design changes to accommodate this overlarge plane that 
boards on two levels. 
The US objects to government subsidies to Airbus and airport neighbors complain 
about noise. 
 
 
 
 
Table 2 lists the human reference summaries used to calculate the rouge values. Notice 
that the summaries differ in various ways. For example, Summaries A, E and G mention 
"Boeing" in some fashion; however, Summary C does not. Also, the topic term "Airbus" 
appears in every human reference summary. 
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Table 3 Example System Summaries 
System 0 (NIST provided gold standard baseline) 
 
The superjumbo Airbus A380, the world's largest commercial airliner, took off 
Wednesday into cloudy skies over southwestern France for its second test flight. 
The European aircraft maker, based in the French city of Toulouse, said the second 
flight -- which came exactly a week after the A380's highly anticipated maiden 
voyage -- would last about four hours. 
As opposed to the international media hype that surrounded last week's flight, with 
hundreds of journalists on site to capture the historic moment, Airbus chose to 
conduct Wednesday's test more discreetly. 
 
System 60 (best automatic system competitor) 
 
Airbus has 154 firm orders for the A380, 27 of them for the freighter version. 
The double-decker airliner, capable of carrying up to 800 passengers, is a key factor 
in Airbus's battle with US aircraft maker Boeing for market dominance. 
If major airports are slow to support the new plane, airlines may hesitate to buy more 
A380s. 
Scheduled first test flight of the plane. 
Tens of thousands of spectators cheered as the A380 touched down at the airport 
near Toulouse, home of the European aircraft maker Airbus Industrie, after a test 
flight of three hours and 54 minutes. 
The Airbus 
System 100 (MDS on top of Semantic SDS Linear Combination) 
 
Here are some key dates in its development: January 23, 2002: Production starts of 
Airbus A380 components. 
May 7, 2004: French Prime Minister Jean-Pierre Raffarin inaugurates the Toulouse 
assembly line. 
Ravenel said sound levels near Charles de Gaulle airport normally reached about 40 
decibels. 
According to the source, Wednesday's flight may be at an altitude slightly higher 
than the some 10,000 feet (3,000 meters) achieved in the first flight, and could climb 
up to 13,000 feet. 
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System 400 (Semantic Triple Clusters MDS on top of Semantic SDS Linear 
Combination) 
 
Early 1990s: Airbus begins studying ideas for building an airliner capable of seating 
more than 500 passengers to compete against Boeing's 747, which started flying in 
1970. 
"There is room" for an increase in capacity, he added. 
And even though no US airline has ordered the European jet, aviation authorities are 
getting Los Angeles, New York's John F. 
Kennedy airport, San Francisco and Miami airports ready for the A-380 passenger 
flights in 2006, according to Dave Bennett of the Federal Aviation Administration's 
Office of Airport Safety and Standards. 
Airbus also stresses the plane's fuel efficiency, claiming that a customer driving a 
compact 
 
Table 3 (continued) 
 
System 11H (MDS on top of Semantic SDS Linear Combination) 
 
Here are some key dates in its development: January 23, 2002: Production starts of 
Airbus A380 components. 
Production is expected to be running at full pelt from 2008. 
The superjumbo Airbus A380, the world's largest commercial airliner, took off 
Wednesday into cloudy skies over southwestern France for its second test flight. 
1: the world's largest passenger jet. 
Singapore Airlines Ltd. 
is scheduled to become the first carrier to operate the A380, in the second half of 
2006. 
A launch decision is expected in mid-2005. 
One problem that Airbus is encountering with its new A380 is that the craft pushes 
the 
 
 
 
Table 3 Shows the baseline System 0 summary and the top performing automatic system 
summary (System 60), as well as three from this research (System 100, System 11H, and 
System 400). Again, topic term "Airbus" is shown within all five. However, neither of 
this work's systems nor the baseline capture the terms "250 planes", "250", "plane" which 
appear within Human Reference Summary A. However, System 60 does. It is difficult to 
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notice differences with the naked eye. An automatic measure called the Recall-Oriented 
Understudy for Gisting Evaluation, or ROUGE is the standard for comparison of 
automatic systems. 
 
Standard of Comparison: Three ROUGE metrics from the NIST competitions are used 
to evaluate the performance of  the proposed system: ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and 
ROUGE-SU4. The rouge measures are calculated as shown in Figure 8. 
 
 
 
Figure 16 ROUGE-N Evaluation performed using Rouge-N metric:  
an N-gram co-occurrence statistic between a candidate system summary and a set of human reference 
summaries. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17 ROUGE-1 Evaluation performed using Rouge-1 metric:  
a unigram occurrence statistic between a candidate system summary sentence and a human reference 
summary sentence. 
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Figure 18 ROUGE-SU4 Evaluation performed using Rouge-SU4:  
a skip (4 words) bigram co-occurrence statistic, a bigram recall measure between a candidate system 
summary sentence and a human reference summary sentence that allows for up to 4 words between a 
pair of words. 
 
 
 
6.2. Settings 
 
6.2.1. Approach 1 - MDS by Semantic Analysis SDS by Linear Combination 
 
The system was built based on several components that create the multiple sentence 
features. These sentence features are aggregated together to become the aggregate score. 
This is done by weighting the features according to Table 4 and then combining them 
together for an aggregate score for the sentences. This score is then used to weight the 
candidate sentences toward selection into a summary. The highest scoring sentences 
starting from the top are then added to the summary with the following constraint: the 
candidate cannot have a cosine similarity greater than0.20 with the other sentences 
already within the summary. Table 4 lists the weights used to proportion each feature 
over multiple runs. Table 5 lists the modes for the creation of the query and sentence term 
vectors. Table 6 lists the other configuration settings applicable the running of the 
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different system instances. For each respective run, the settings in Tables 4, 5 and 6 apply 
all together. The rouge measures and their corresponding rankings for the systems have 
been added to Table 9 of the Results chapter to show the performance changes in the 
different classes of settings.  
 
The following formula (shown in equation (1)) is used with Table 4: 
 
Aggregate Score = ∑i Є F  ɷi * fi, where fi is one of the features described below, i is the 
number of the feature, ɷi is the weight of fi, and F is the feature set that this research 
used. 
 
 
Table 4 System Settings for Feature Weighting for MDS by Semantic SDS. 
The "System #" does not indicate a sequential order and are simple labels created by multiple program 
instances running simultaneously. There is no Systems 2 or 13 applicable. Run 0 denotes the gold standard 
baseline automatic system provided by the NIST organizers. 
 
System 0 1 3 4 5 6 9 10R 11H 12P 14R 16P 
tf  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
df  0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0 0.3 
tf*df  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
tf*idf  0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 0.2 0 0.4 0 
firstSent 1.0 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 
pos  0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
title  0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ne  0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0.05 
qry  0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.4 
cue  0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0.05 
ngram-tf  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ngram-df  0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 
ngram-tf*idf  0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ngram-tf*df  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 4 above shows the settings for weights of the sentence features that caused changes 
in the system instances' performance during the experiments.  However, Table 5 below 
lists the various modes used to create the query vector and the sentence vector. 
 
 
 
Table 5 System Settings for vector creation for "qry" feature calculation 
System 1 3 4 5 6 9 10R 11H 12P 14R 16P 
mode 1 * * * * *       
mode 2      * *     
mode 3        *    
mode 4         *  * 
mode 5          *  
 
 
 
These changes in mode effect the query feature, which is the cosine similarity between 
the query and an individual sentence, and are performed to examine the differences in the 
performance of the system instances. The modes are referenced in Table 5. An example 
of a vector follows. 
 
Sentence S = "Production is expected to be running at full pelt from 2008." 
 
Term vector V = {production="tf*df" expect="tf*df" run="tf*df" full="tf*df" pelt="tf*df" 
2008="tf*df"} 
Term vector V = {production="4*3" expect="3*2" run="1*1" full="1*" pelt="1*1" 
2008="1*7"} 
Term vector V = {production="12.0" expect="6.0" run="1.0" full="2.0" pelt="1.0" 
2008="7.0"} 
 
Figure 19 Example Term Vector of a Sentence 
 
 
 
A description of these modes are as follows: 
 
1) mode 1 refers to the system being set to create sentence vectors and query vectors 
with the value of the tf*idf of the word. 
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2) mode 2 refers to the system being set to create sentence vectors and query vectors 
using the value from the term frequency feature of the word. 
 
3) mode 3 refers to the system being set to create sentence vectors with the value of 
the term frequency and query vectors with the value of the term frequency times 
the document frequency of the word. 
 
4) mode 4 refers to the system being set to create sentence vectors and query vectors 
using the value of the document frequency of the word. 
 
5) mode 5 refers to the system being set to create sentence vectors using document 
frequency and query vectors using term frequency times document frequency of 
the word. 
 
 
Table 6 Other configurations that were changed for different system configurations 
System 1 3 4 5 6 9 10R 11H 12P 14R 16P 
doccomp 200 100          
sentcomp   all all all all all all all all all 
stopwords   *  * *  * *  * 
stemming *  *  *  *   *  
root  *  *  *  * *  * 
 
 
 
Other effects on term vector creation shown in Table 6 above: 
 
1) doccomp: refers to whether the summary length was set from a specific 
maximum of tokens. 
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2) sentcomp: refers to whether the summary length was set from a percentage of the 
number of sentences within the individual document. 
3) stopwords: refers to whether stop words were removed before calculating the 
term vectors. 
 
4) stemming: refers to whether the word stems were used to calculate the term 
vectors. 
 
5) root: refers to whether the word roots were used to calculate the term vectors. 
 
6.2.2. Approach 2 - Semantic Triples Clustering (STC) MDS 
 
 
 
Table 7 Experiment System Settings for STC MDS 
 
System C - Cluster 
Size 
 System S - Cluster Score  System B - Cluster Size, 
Score 
Feature scores   Feature score   Feature score  
first_sim 0.05  first_sim 0.05  first_sim 0.05 
tf1_score 0.20  tf1_score 0.00  tf1_score 0.00 
tf2_score 0.00  tf2_score 0.20  tf2_score 0.20 
position_score 0.10  position_score 0.10  position_score 0.10 
title_sim 0.05  title_sim 0.05  title_sim 0.05 
ne_score 0.05  ne_score 0.05  ne_score 0.05 
n-gram1_score 0.10  n-gram1_score 0.10  n-gram1_score 0.10 
n-gram2_score 0.00  n-gram2_score 0.00  n-gram2_score 0.00 
query_sim 0.40  query_sim 0.40  query_sim 0.40 
norm_cue 0.05  norm_cue 0.05  norm_cue 0.05 
 
 
 
Table 7 shows the system settings for the STC MDS process. These feature weights refer 
to the same as those in Table 4. The difference is that the STC MDS process adds three 
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factors on top of the Semantic SDS process, which is implemented in Stage 1 of 
Approach 1 from section 5.1. First, as in System C, the clusters are ranked by largest size 
(i.e. density) before sentence selection. Secondly, as in System S, the clusters are 
arranged from highest aggregate score to the lowest before sentence selection. Lastly, 
System B is performed with a preference for the cluster with the highest aggregate score: 
a stable sort was done based on size, next another stable sort was done based on the 
aggregate score, and finally, a last stable sort is done based on the query overlap feature. 
Again, a stable sort is a sort reach leaves items in their original position if a move is not 
necessary when comparing two of the items being sorted. Therefore, the sorts should be 
done in order of least importance to give preference to the most important. 
 
 
6.2.3. Approach 3 - MDS by STC with Cluster Connections 
 
 
 
Table 8 Experiment Settings for MDS by STC with Cluster Connections 
System Conn1 - Cluster Size  System Conn2 - Cluster Score  
Feature scores   Feature score   
first_sim 0.05  first_sim 0.05  
tf1_score 0.20  tf1_score 0.00  
tf2_score 0.00  tf2_score 0.20  
position_score 0.10  position_score 0.10  
title_sim 0.05  title_sim 0.05  
ne_score 0.05  ne_score 0.05  
n-gram1_score 0.10  n-gram1_score 0.10  
n-gram2_score 0.00  n-gram2_score 0.00  
query_sim 0.40  query_sim 0.40  
norm_cue 0.05  norm_cue 0.05  
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Table 8 shows the system settings for the Connected STC MDS process. These feature 
weights refer to the same as those in Table 7. The difference is that the Connected STC 
MDS process ends with two connectivity ranking methods on top of the STC SDS 
process in Approach 2 from section 5.2. These ranking methods are implemented in 
Approach 3 from section 5.3. In System Conn1, the sentences are ranked by their degree 
as a total of intra- and inter- connectivity with other sentences within their cluster and 
external to their cluster, respectively. No stop-word removal is performed on the semantic 
roles to prune the clusters for System Conn1. However, in System Conn2, the clusters are 
stop-word pruned before sentence selection. 
 
6.3. Results 
 
Table 9 shows the results of the system features, modes, and configurations of Table 4, 
Table 5, and Table 6. The semantic analysis SDS-based MDS systems (i.e. Systems 1-6) 
are of the same category and differ by their features, modes and extra configuration 
changes  shown in Tables 4, 5 and 6. Slight improvement is shown from the semantic 
analysis SDS-based MDS Systems 4 and 6. These systems used stop-word removal, 
observed all the sentences within the corpus, but used the word stems instead of the word 
roots for token term analysis. A stem removes inflections from a word, but a root is the 
most basic form of that word. Therefore, it was surprising that stemming performed 
better. Specificity of the terms may have helped for this particular class of systems. 
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Table 9 Rouge scores derived from the running of the system. 
 
System 0 1 3 4 5 6 9 10R 11H 12P 14R 16P 
tf  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
df  0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0 0.3 
tf*df  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
tf*idf  0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 0.2 0 0.4 0 
firstSent 1.0 0.05 
0.0
5 
0.0
5 0.05 0.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 
pos  0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
title  0.05 
0.0
5 
0.0
5 0.05 0.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ne  0.05 
0.0
5 
0.0
5 0.05 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0.05 
qry  0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.4 
cue  0.05 
0.0
5 
0.0
5 0.05 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0.05 
ngram-tf  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ngram-df  0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 
ngram-
tf*idf  0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ngram-
tf*df  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
mode 1  * * * * *       
mode 2       * *     
mode 3         *    
mode 4          *  * 
mode 5           *  
doccomp  200 100          
sentcomp    all all all all all all all all all 
stopword
s 
   *  * *  * *  * 
stemming  *  *  *  *   *  
root   *  *  *  * *  * 
rank - 75 74 71 74 71 62 73 55 67 74 65 
rouge1 
0.2967
1 
0.2740
9 
0.2
8 
0.2
8 
0.275
2 
0.276
9 
0.3067
3 
0.2574
3 0.3194 
0.29
6 
0.212
8 
0.2983
2 
rouge2 
0.0576
2 
0.0312
5 
0.0
3 
0.0
3 
0.030
6 
0.032
5 
0.0468
7 
0.0263
6 
0.0646
6 
0.04
2 
0.023
4 
0.0413
1 
rougeSU4 
0.0923
2 
0.0751
8 
0.0
7 
0.0
8 
0.074
8 
0.076
7 
0.0910
6 
0.0680
9 
0.1023
5 
0.08
6 
0.055
8 
0.0874
9 
 
 
 
Another class of tested systems are those of Systems 9-12. These systems rely more on 
alternative frequency measures. The best performing System 11H uses the well-known 
tf*idf measure versus the pure document frequency measure. The "df" feature had 
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previously tended to provide higher results in these exploratory experimental trials. 
However, the differences are possibly enhanced due to the different ways of creating the 
sentence term vectors and the query term vectors. System 11H uses the document 
frequency of the term for both the creation of the sentence term vectors as well as the 
query term vector, while the others use term frequency as usual to create the sentence 
term vectors and term frequency times document frequency to create the query term 
vectors. Since the query terms are the most important, but possibly not the most frequent 
(i.e. hence, the importance of tf*idf), using document frequency of the term adds an 
additional boost beyond the idf portion of tf*idf because their term frequency is not very 
high. However, the poor performance of System 14R that used tf*idf along with the query 
feature shows that there is a limit to the usefulness of that metric. The improved position 
of System 16P shows some importance for adding semantic cueing and semantic classes 
to the selection of sentences toward a summary. 
 
 
Table 10 System Ranking by STC Approach Variations 
 
System 3100 1600 1200 2700 0 100 
clustering yes yes yes yes - no 
min size 2 0 0 2 - - 
score only yes yes no no - yes 
size addtl yes no no no - no 
stop-
worded 
yes yes no no - yes 
ranking 52 53 56 58 65 71 
rouge1 0.32190 0,31719 0.31670 0.31432 0.29671 0.27533 
rouge2 0.06634 0.06482 0.06411 0.06255 0.05762 0.03125 
rougeSU4 0.10316 0.10114 0.10128 0.09895 0.09232 0.07518 
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Table 10 demonstrates the effects of the STC approach phases on the semantic SDS via 
linear combination. All systems displayed are instances of the STC MDS system, except 
System 0, which is the gold standard baseline system that takes every first sentence with 
preference for the most recent sentences, and System 100. System 100 is the semantic 
analysis SDS-based MDS from Approach 1. Although its performance in singular was 
not as promising compared to all the competition systems and the competition baseline, 
the addition of System 3100's features greatly improves performance by more than 10 
positions. System 3100 used semantic triples clustering, a minimum cluster size of 2 and 
a rank system that gave preference of the cluster score over the cluster size. In addition, it 
used stop-word removal on the semantic roles of the triples. If a stop-word was found in 
either the verb or subject role, then the semantic triple was skipped and not considered for 
clustering. Also, the sentences within the cluster were ordered by semantic triple count 
and then by the aggregate score. This was done to give preference for sentences that were 
more "expressive".  In addition, Systems 1600, 1200, and 2700 show the improvement 
over the experiment's automatic standard baseline with just the semantic clustering; 
however, each additional feature continued to add improvement.  
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Table 11 System Ranking of the MDS STC Connectivity Process 
System Conn2 Conn1 0 
clustering yes yes - 
min size 2 2 - 
score only yes yes - 
size addtl yes yes - 
stop-worded yes no - 
ranking 65 67 65 
rouge1 0.3047 0.30202 0.29671 
rouge2 0.05297 0.05451 0.05762 
rougeSU4 0.09226 0.09205 0.09232 
 
 
 
Table 11 demonstrates the effects of Approach 3's Connectivity on the MDS STC 
Process. Systems Conn1 and Conn2 are the systems with settings from Table 9 in section 
6.2.3. System Conn1 uses sentence connectivity (i.e. degree as the total of intra- and 
inter-connectivity to other sentences) to rank both the sentences within the cluster and the 
clusters themselves. System Conn2 is configured the same as System Conn1, except 
System Conn2 uses of stop-words to prune its clusters. For rouge1 values, both Systems 
Conn1 and Conn2 show minor improvement over the gold standard baseline System 0. 
However, both rouge2 and rougeSU4 values are slightly lower than that of System 0. 
 
What follows is a charting of the performance of some of this research's instances against 
other automatic systems that competed in the TAC 2008 Summarization Task. 
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Figure 20 ROUGE-N Performances of the NIST TAC2008 Participants 
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Figure 20 illustrates the performance of the STC MDS systems with the veteran 
competitors.  System 100 resulted in a ROUGE-1 ranking of 71 out of 73, ROUGE-2 
ranking of 73 out of 73, and a ROUGE-SU4 ranking of 72 out of 73. These rouge scores 
are unexpectedly low given that a query similarity was also used as part of the system's 
aggregate score. Using a query similarity feature has been shown to work well within the 
multi-document summarization literature in general. Figure 14 shows the rankings 
between the various systems (originally 71 systems). The variations of this system are 
shown by 100, 3100, 1600, 1200, and 2700. The gold baseline standard is System 0. 
Table 9 shows the rankings of the created systems against the gold standard baseline 
System 0 and the features that provide improvement over the baseline. Performance 
resulted in a ROUGE-1 ranking of 52 out of 73, ROUGE-2 ranking of 56 out of 73, and a 
ROUGE-SU4 ranking of 55 out of 73. This shows marked improvement over the gold 
standard baseline; however, without a stronger method of focusing the sentences toward 
the query and choosing a more complete "vocabulary" of corpus terms, the system is not 
as performant as the veteran participants. There were originally 71 systems, including 
multiple variations of systems.  
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Figure 21 ROUGE-N Performances of the NIST TAC2008 Participants 
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The previous runs of the STC systems for this research were created without a focus 
element. Figure 21 shows Systems 400 and 200 of this work created with a focusing 
element. The focusing element was the use of counting the overlap of query (topic + 
narrative) terms with the three semantic roles. This overlap was then used as an 
additional score to rank the triples within the semantic clusters and then the semantic 
clusters also. The clusters and sentences with the best overlap with the query terms were 
taken from the top of a ranked list of clusters. Surprisingly, this did not improve 
performance, but instead dropped the best of the experiment's systems (i.e. previously 
System 3100, now System 400) two places in the rankings from a best of 52 to 54. This is 
most largely due to the fact that many of the query terms and high content terms did not 
in fact get captured within the semantic triples. It is also possible that the semantic role 
labeler was not able to accurately tag them. Consequently, the area of semantic role 
labeling still has not reached a good state-of-the-art. A better performing semantic role 
labeler would improve performance in capturing more semantic triples, and therefore, 
more query pertinent terms. 
 
6.4. Discussion 
 
Approach 1. The poorer performances of Systems 5, 10R and 16R show that stop word 
removal is absolutely necessary for improvement, even with the semantic analysis. 
Without it, systems could not outperform the gold standard baseline system. Slight 
improvement is shown from the semantic analysis SDS-based MDS Systems 6 over its 
relative System 5. 
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The improved ROUGE score of System  9 over System 16P shows some importance for 
adding  more semantic cueing and semantic class scoring to the selection of sentences. 
The weights are similarly, but System 16P takes away from the semantic cueing and 
semantic class scoring and gives it to “df”, and hence the drop. 
 
Another related class of tested systems are those of Systems 9, 10R and 11H. These 
systems differ mostly on alternative frequency measures. System 11H use of the well-
known tf*idf  measure outperforms the pure “df” measure  that the other two use. “tf*idf” 
along with the semantic cueing and semantic class scoring allowed system 11H to obtain 
a higher score than the gold standard baseline. 
 
Approach 2. All systems displayed in Table 10 are instances of the STC MDS system, 
except System 0 and this work’s System 100, which is fMDS by SDS SLC from 
Approach 1.  
 
Although its performance in singular was not as promising compared to the veteran 
systems, the addition of System 3100's semantic triples clustering greatly improves 
performance by more than 10 rankings over the gold standard baseline. System 3100 also 
used a minimum cluster density of 2 and a ranking method that gave preference to cluster 
aggregate score over the cluster density.  
 
Systems 1600, 1200, and 2700 show improvement over the automatic  gold standard 
baseline with semantic triples clustering alone; however, each additional ranking method 
shows  added improvement. 
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Approach 3. Systems Conn1 and Conn2 show only slight improvement over the gold 
standard baseline System 0 in Table 11, with System Conn2 performing the best with 
stop-word pruning of the clusters based on their semantic roles (i.e. if a stop-word was 
found within a subject, verb or object slot, it was removed from consideration). Because 
these system variations show a minor drop in performance against the gold standard 
baseline system in other values of rouge, the approach is not satisfactorily performant, 
but may be relevant for improvement in future work.  
 
 
7. CONCLUSION 
 
This work sought to answer the question of what effects semantic analysis of sentences 
have on the improvement of focused multi-document summarization (fMDS). A semantic 
role labeler that tagged the subject-verb-object triples of a sentence was used to 
semantically compare multiple sentences toward selection into summary. Although the 
experimental baselines Semantic SDS via Linear Combination summaries were not the 
best performing compared to veteran systems, and at times, even the standard automatic 
baseline system, the Semantic Triplet Clustering does substantially improve MDS 
performance over the gold standard baseline system, which was one of this work's goals. 
This improvement raised the performance of the system by more than ten rankings, and 
each addition of further filtering for overall score and size lead to an increase as well. 
 
The semantic classes scoring of the sentences for both the SDS and its related MDS 
techniques were varied. However, even though it was shown that tf*idf is extremely 
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important in selecting the best sentences, there is a gap that is created that semantic 
analysis via determining semantic cues and semantic classes starts to fill. 
 
Using the connectivity between the sentences shows mixed performance for MDS when 
compared to the gold standard baseline system. For rouge1 values, MDS STC with 
Connectivity performs just slightly better; however, for other rouge values, its 
performance is just slightly worse. 
 
7.1. Contributions 
 
7.1.1. Improvement over Gold Standard Baseline System 
What effects does semantic analysis of sentences have on the improvement of 
focused multi-document summarization (fMDS)? 
 
1) What is the effect on overall system performance of clustering sentences based 
on semantic analysis for improving fMDS? 
 
As seen previously in the Results section 6.1.5, the best configuration of the system 
created, System 3100, outperformed the gold standard baseline system, System 0, by over 
10 places. This can be seen by the values in Table 13 below. This performance 
improvement is mainly attributed to the semantic analysis technique of filtering the 
sentences by clustering their semantic triples into subject-verb-object representations. 
The semantic triples represented the most basic "meaning" of the sentences during the 
filtering process. However, a short drop in performance of two places was observed when 
attempting to focus the semantic triples cluster. This is possibly due to there not actually 
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being much presence of the focus terms within the main propositions of the sentences. 
Yet, they may appear somewhere else within the sentence. Using the query feature helped 
mitigate this effect for the non-focusing portion of semantic tripling clustering in system 
3100; hence, the better performance without focusing. 
 
2) What is the effect on overall system performance of using the semantic 
classes scoring of sentences for improving fMDS? 
 
The technique used for the semantic cueing and semantic class weighting did not perform 
as well as expected, but shows some promise as shown in Table 12 below. This particular 
semantic analysis method counted the semantic cues and semantic classes and added 
them up as a feature. This semantic analysis may have improved if the individual 
semantic types were weighted more accurately or even used individually and weighted as 
part of the aggregate score. This would allow finer tuning of those features. 
 
3) What is the effect on overall system performance of measuring the 
conceptual connectivity of sentence triples for improving fMDS? 
 
Unfortunately, the technique used for sentence intra- and inter-connectivity did not 
perform well enough against the gold standard baseline system. This approach was able 
to obtain slightly more vocabulary as denoted by its slightly higher rouge1 score, but 
other scores were slightly lower as shown in Table 14 below. 
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Of importance to note is that within all three semantic analysis approaches, no word 
sense disambiguation (WSD) was performed. Even for terms within semantic roles across 
multiple triples that can be clustered together, their actual "meaning" may be different. It 
would be worthwhile to add WSD utilizing words that appear around each role that is 
discovered. This may help improve the accuracy of systems implemented in this research. 
 
 
Table 12 Results of Trials of Semantic Analysis vs. Gold Standard Baseline System 0 
System 0 1 3 4 5 6 9 10R 11H 12P 14R 16P 
rank - 75 74 71 74 71 62 73 55 67 74 65 
rouge1 0.29671 0.27409 0.28 0.28 0.2752 0.2769 0.30673 0.25743 0.3194 0.296 0.2128 0.29832 
rouge2 0.05762 0.03125 0.03 0.03 0.0306 0.0325 0.04687 0.02636 0.06466 0.042 0.0234 0.04131 
rougeSU4 0.09232 0.07518 0.07 0.08 0.0748 0.0767 0.09106 0.06809 0.10235 0.086 0.0558 0.08749 
 
 
 
Table 13 Results of Trials of STC versus the Gold Standard Baseline System 0 
System 3100 1600 1200 2700 0 100 
clustering yes yes yes yes - no 
min size 2 0 0 2 - - 
score only yes yes no no - yes 
size addtl yes no no no - no 
stopworded yes yes no no - yes 
ranking 52 53 56 58 65 71 
rouge1 0.32190 0.31719 0.31670 0.31432 0.29671 0.27533 
rouge2 0.06634 0.06482 0.06411 0.06255 0.05762 0.03125 
rougeSU4 0.10316 0.10114 0.10128 0.09895 0.09232 0.07518 
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Table 14 System Ranking of the MDS STC Connectivity Process 
System Conn2 Conn1 0 
clustering yes yes - 
min size 2 2 - 
score only yes yes - 
size addtl yes yes - 
stop-worded yes no - 
ranking 65 67 65 
rouge1 0.3047 0.30202 0.29671 
rouge2 0.05297 0.05451 0.05762 
rougeSU4 0.09226 0.09205 0.09232 
 
 
 
As seen in Table 12, the semantic cueing and semantic class weighting techniques alone 
did improve over the baseline for System 11H. Table 13 shows that the current best 
performing system from this research based on semantic triples clustering gave a 
reasonable increase over the baseline. Working to improve the Semantic techniques 
introduced in Approach 1 and the combinations of features for semantic SDS, may later 
help improve the Semantic Triples Clustering even further. Table 14 shows that judging 
sentence selection for MDS provides mixed results in terms of performance. Perhaps a 
deterministic "walk" from one sentence in a cluster to another connected sentence in 
another cluster may prove helpful. This could be done by following the query terms or 
other high content words, as well as the "subjects," from one cluster to another, keeping 
track of what has been followed and removing them from further consideration. 
 
It is important to note that the best performing automatic system according to the rouge 1 
values is System 60, as shown in Figures 19 and 20 of section 6.3. System 60 is the 
veteran incumbent system CLASSY, with three instances of its system ranked at the very 
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top. CLASSY uses heavy machine learning on past competition data and HMM,  and has 
consistently ranks toward the top for over several years. 
 
7.1.2. Semantic analysis for MDS 
This work developed a method of using semantic tagging of sentences into triples 
(subject-predicate-object) from natural language text for more meaningful comparisons 
between two sentences, and then, between sentences and a topic. It contributes a simple, 
fast, accurate method of gathering sentences into a summary based on "micro-events" 
(i.e. subject performing verb on object)  that improves upon fundamental summarization 
techniques and outperforms the gold baseline standard at the NIST TAC Summarization 
Track competition. Such a technique has been avoided by state-of-the-art automatic 
systems, which is a plausible cause of the current gap in similarity between human 
summaries and automatically generated summaries. 
 
7.1.3. Simple, domain-independent improvement for fMDS 
 
Currently, most top performing MDS systems that rank high on ROUGE values, the 
standard evaluation metric for NIST summarization competitions, use complex machine 
learning built over years of time; sophisticated statistical analysis of information outside 
of the observed corpus collections; and/or automatically created and maintained 
knowledge bases, all normally developed from another year's dataset as a training 
resource. This has the disadvantage of being inherently either corpus- or domain-specific. 
Not only this, but these techniques also require high complexity and expensive 
implementation. The techniques utilized in this work do not rely on the complexity of 
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machine learning, heavy-weight external corpus statistics or domain-specific resources; 
thus, it is a more real-time, simple and domain-independent resource. Any external 
resources utilized are publicly available. 
 
7.2. Significance 
 
This system uses simple, publicly available components accomplish its work, which is a 
major deviation from similar techniques such as that of (Harabagiu and Lacatusu 2010). 
Their work used a proprietary semantic parser increases the complexity and resources 
needed due to reliance on a training corpus to derive their topics, and then, further 
training on the corpus under observed. This makes their system domain dependent and 
expensive. Also, it was confirmed that the researchers reported "incompatible" results for 
their DUC 2004 evaluation: they used the corpus' topic information as input to their 
system when the generic MDS task requested against such for the actual competition and 
for publishing results; therefore, they are comparing their focused summarization results 
to the participants' generic summarization results and the gold standard, showing that 
fMDS is an improvement over generic MDS. The research outlined here provides a more 
comparable semantic analysis against fundamental techniques and a standard baseline, 
including a much simpler improvement to fMDS at a lesser expense than that of building 
resources and costly time. This system can be used and modified to move into the area of 
abstraction and to more easily build upon semantics for deeper analysis. Also, this 
research explores the advantages and disadvantages of various combinations of features: 
what works and what does not work as well. 
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Because the natural language sentences are parsed into semantic triples, the technique 
also becomes applicable to future work within abstractive summarization.  Humans do 
tend to extract whole sentences from documents to create a summary, however they also 
shorten and/or infuse the information depending upon importance and length of the 
information unit. This investigation on the use of simple semantic triples helps move the 
field further into that direction. It was shown that clustering semantic triples is a way to 
analyze the similarity of sentences by their mutual "meaningfulness" improves possibly 
the most important step of fMDS: sentence selection. 
 
7.3. Future Work 
 
7.3.1. Direct semantic triplet summaries 
 
Future work lies in further analysis of using semantics to impact focused multi-document 
summarization. Since the semantic triples are subject-verb-object, they fulfill the 
requirement of a whole, readable sentence. One of the problems with summarization in 
general is obtaining the best information for a much stringent amount of space. Further 
study could examine the placement of these semantic triples directly into a summary. It is 
possible that more of the vocabulary of the corpus major be obtained. It would then be 
necessary to evaluate the summaries against the rouge 1 score as before, an approximate 
estimation of the captured vocabulary important within a corpus. If these semantic 
"triples" summaries are effective, this would help improve this study's Step 5 of 
Approach 2 (cluster sentence selection). Also, taking the original sentence with its 
semantic triple during comparisons could possibly help. Furthermore, taking the text that 
lies between (or within a window of) the subject role and object role would provide 
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sentence compression that could provide more room for other important pieces of 
information or information which otherwise would not make it because of long sentence 
size. 
 
7.3.2. Weight dampening 
 
In the same vein of increasing the vocabulary necessary to score highly during 
evaluations, a weight dampening effect needs to be investigated that would make 
previous important words less important as selections into the summary progress. This 
would help with Step 11 of Stage 1 of Approach 1. The current system maintains the 
scores of terms and sentences consistently throughout the process and changing the 
important of information could possibly prove helpful. 
 
7.3.3. Advanced semantic class analysis 
 
 It could prove useful to further investigate the specific semantic classes involved within 
the query in order to find the specific "responsive" semantic classes within sentences. If 
"persons" are expressed or semantic cues used within the focusing elements, it may be 
more important to look for the matching semantic classes first and then determine the 
importance of other information toward those semantic classes. This could possibly 
improve Step 7 (semantic class scoring) and Step 8 of Stage 1 of Approach 1 (semantic 
cueing in SDS). 
 
7.3.4. Further use of position information 
 
During manual evaluations of system summaries at the NIST competitions, it has been 
determined that automatic system suffer greatly from lack of coherence and cohesion. A 
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better method of utilizing the semantic cues to determine "topic shifts", which also in turn 
be used to identify important information, would also help Step 8 of Stage 1 of Approach 
1 (semantic cueing in SDS) and further mimic how humans switch to other relevant 
information when following a story. 
 
7.3.5. Update summarization 
 
 Update summarization adds information to a summary B from a new collection of 
documents B without utilizing too much of the same information from a previous 
summary A from previous related collection A. The goal of which is to mimic a human 
creating a summary B from collection B after having already read all the documents in 
collection A. This technique could be applied to on a micro scale to  individual sentence 
in order from beginning to end and could  help reduce redundancy and capture the change 
of relevant topics inherently to improve focused multi-document summarization. This 
would be an improvement to this work's Step 1 of Stage 2 of Approach 1 (collecting 
previous SDS best sentences). 
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APPENDIX A - Example Corpus 
 
 
 
Corpus for Topic "Airbus A380" 
 
1: AFP_ENG_20050115.0485 
 
The Airbus A 380 : from drawing board to runway-ready in a decade 
 
PARIS , Jan 16 
 
The A 380 , the new Airbus "superjumbo"which will be officially unveiled Tuesday , is the product of a 
decade of designing , drumming up of advance orders and dreams of knocking Boeing 's 747 off its 
perch as the top bird in passenger transport . Here are some key dates in its development : 
Early 1990 s : Airbus begins studying ideas for building an airliner capable of seating more than 500 
passengers to compete against Boeing 's 747 , which started flying in 1970 . 
June 1994 : Airbus begins engineering development of the plane , then known as the A 3 XX . 
July 2000 : Emirates Airlines becomes the first company to order the still under-wraps plane , saying it 
wants to buy seven . 
December 19 , 2000 : Airbus officially launches the plane , calling it the A 380 . 
January 2001 : The US freight company Federal Express announces the first order of the cargo version 
of the A 380 , reserving 10 . 
February 20 , 2001 : Airbus expands its plant in Hamburg , Germany to handle assembly of the interior 
of A 380 cabins . Assembly of the plane itself is to take place in Toulouse , France . 
January 23 , 2002 : Production starts of Airbus A 380 components . 
July 16 , 2002 : French President Jacques Chirac lays the first stone in the vast Toulouse hangar used for 
assembling the A 380 . 
June 15 , 2003 : Emirates increases its orders to 45 A 380 s . 
July 4 , 2003 : Inauguration of an Airbus plant in Broughton , Wales , where wings for the A 380 are to 
be made . 
August 19 , 2003 : The first glimpse of the plane being put together in the French city of Nancy , when a 
big piece of fuselage is unveiled . 
March 25 , 2004 : The front and central sections of the plane are unveiled at the plant in Saint- Nazaire , 
France , as they are transported to Toulouse . Special measures have to be made to allow the 50 - metre 
long convoys to pass , taking up eight metres across and 12 metres high . 
May 7 , 2004 : French Prime Minister Jean- Pierre Raffarin inaugurates the Toulouse assembly line . 
January 18 , 2005 : Airbus is to officially unveil a completed A 380 in the presence of Chirac , British 
Prime Minister Tony Blair , German Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder and Spanish Prime Minister Jose 
Luis Rodriguez Zapatero . 
March 2005 : Scheduled first test flight of the plane . 
March 2006 : Forecast start of the A 380 entering commercial service with Singapore Airlines using it 
between London and Singapore . 
2008 : The first freight-configured A 380 s are expected to take to the air . 
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A 380 'superjumbo' will be profitable from 2008 : Airbus chief 
 
PARIS , Jan 16 
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The A 380 'superjumbo', which will be presented to the world in a lavish ceremony in southern France 
on Tuesday , will be profitable from 2008 , its maker Airbus told the French financial newspaper La 
Tribune . 
"You need to count another three years ," Airbus chief Noel Forgeard told Monday 's edition of the 
newspaper when asked when the break-even point of the 10 - billion-euro-plus ( 13 - billion-dollar-plus ) 
A 380 programme would come . 
So far , 13 airlines have placed firm orders for 139 of the new planes , which can seat between 555 and 
840 passengers and which have a catalogue price of between 263 and 286 million dollars ( 200 and 218 
million euros ) . 
The break-even point is calculated to arrive when the 250 th A 380 is sold . 
Airbus figures that , over the next two decades , more than 1 , 200 aircraft of the size of the A 380 will 
be required for point-to-point routes in the world . 
Forgeard said "we are well above our market plan ," and added that his aim was to bring in two new 
airlines as customers each year . 
Asked about China adding its airlines' names to the order sheet , Forgeard said he predicted a firm order 
would be soon forthcoming . 
"I am extremely confident that the A 380 will be bought by a Chinese company in the first half of this 
year ," he said , without elaborating . 
In December , Forgeard hinted that an agreement in principle had been signed with a Chinese airline for 
five A 380 s , and Britain 's Sunday Times newspaper cited industry sources who said that had been 
firmed up into actual orders with an option for another five , and that Hong Kong 's Cathay Pacific was 
preparing a similar order . 
The Airbus chief told La Tribune there would be Chinese representatives at Tuesday 's unveiling 
ceremony in Toulouse , "notably from the China Southern airline ." 
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After fanfare , Airbus A 380 now must prove it can fly 
by Emmanuel Angleys 
 
PARIS , Jan 19 
 
After its glitzy debut , the new Airbus super-jumbo jet A 380 now must prove soon it can fly , and 
eventually turn a profit . 
Airbus unveiled the world 's biggest passenger jet Tuesday at a spectacular sound-and-light ceremony in 
Toulouse , southern France , where the leaders of France , Britain , Germany and Spain cheered Airbus 's 
latest victory over Boeing for aviation dominance . 
The spotlight moment came as Airbus celebrates its second straight year of besting Boeing in global 
aircraft sales , and an estimated 57 percent share of the passenger aircraft market . 
At the ceremony in Toulouse , where Airbus is based , the company 's chief executive Noel Forgeard 
indicated the maiden test flight for the A 380 would be held in late March or early April . 
But the exact date will be kept under wraps to "not put pressure on the test pilots ," he said . 
Indeed , time is short for the grandest project envisioned by the European aircraft maker to take a reality 
test . The Airbus flagship is due to enter service next year . 
The stakes could hardly be higher . 
The development cost of the project amounts to 10 . 7 billion euros ( 13 . 9 billion dollars ) , borne by 
Airbus which is 80 percent owned by the European Aeronautic Defence and Space Company and 20 
percent by BAE Systems of Britain . 
Airbus expects the project will break even in 2008 with the sales are a must for test pilots . 
"Yes , it 's true that we have a parachute on our backs and an evacuation hatch ," he said in the radio 
interview . "Perhaps not for the first flight , but for the later ones in which we 'll test the plane 's 
vibration norms and we try very , very high speeds to test its limits compared with normal flight , there is 
a little more risk ." 
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Asked about the date for the test flights , Lelaie replied : "We will fly when the plane is ready . As for us 
, we are ready ." 
The public will get its first look at the A 380 super-jumbo jet at the Paris Air Show in June . 
And the first commercial deliveries - - to Singapore Airlines - - are due in the first quarter of 2006 . 
The A 380 , which will break the monopoly held by Boeing 's 747 on the super-jumbo market , 
represents a huge economic gamble for Airbus and symbolizes the emergence of Airbus as king of the 
skies . 
The program , launched in December 2000 , banks on a strategy of transporting huge numbers of 
passengers . 
Boeing , for its part , is skeptical about the A 380 's commercial prospects and instead sees the need for 
long-distance , fuel-efficient flight , embodied in its future 7 E 7 plane . 
Beyond the two rivals' differences on strategy , they do agree on at least one thing for their future planes 
: Both companies have chosen blue , grey and white color schemes . 
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Airbus mulls boosting A 380 production capacity 
 
FRANKFURT , Jan 25 
 
European airplane maker Airbus "is likely to discuss before the end of the year" a possible increase in 
production capacity of its new super-jumbo A 380 aircraft , Airbus'production chief Gustav Humbert 
said in a magazine interview released Tuesday . 
"We 're already sold out until 2010 ," Humbert told the weekly Focus Money in comments released 
ahead of publication on Thursday . 
"There is room" for an increase in capacity , he added . 
Airbus has so far received orders for 149 of the new giant aircraft with the first delivery scheduled for 
2006 . 
Production is expected to be running at full pelt from 2008 . 
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While US government moans , airports ready for Airbus giant 
by Jean- Louis Santini 
 
WASHINGTON , April 10 
 
US complaints about European government subsidies to Airbus Industrie have not stopped US airports 
preparing for the arrival of the giant A 380 jet that is set to spark a new transatlantic trade dogfight . 
A Monday deadline for an agreement is almost certain to pass without a result and the United States has 
said it will then take its complaint to the World Trade Organization . 
Airbus is hoping the 550 - seat A 380 , the world 's biggest jet , will revolutionize air travel . 
And even though no US airline has ordered the European jet , aviation authorities are getting Los 
Angeles , New York 's John F . Kennedy airport , San Francisco and Miami airports ready for the A- 380 
passenger flights in 2006 , according to Dave Bennett of the Federal Aviation Administration 's Office of 
Airport Safety and Standards . 
"I do n't see major safety or technical problems ," said Bennett . 
"We do expect the A 380 , soon after certificated to begin service at the US probably at 4 passengers 
airports initially and two more airports for freighters in 2008 ." 
O'Hare airport in Chicago and Dulles in Washington will be ready later . 
Memphis in Tennessee and Anchorage in Alaska should be ready for the cargo version of the A 380 in 
2008 . Federal Express has ordered 10 of the planes . 
"The FAA has worked with each of these airports and the plans for operations of the A 380 have been 
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approved" 
None of the airports is yet ready to handle the weight or width of the A 380 , according to Bennett . But 
he added that this should not be a major problem as the tonnage per wheel is no different from other 
aircraft . 
The A 380 will take over from the Boeing 747 as the biggest jet in the skies . Its 540 tonne weight is 30 
percent more than the 747 and its wingspan of 78 metres ( 257 feet ) is 15 metres ( 50 feet ) wider than 
Boeing 's Jumbo jet . 
But access routes from terminals to runways will have to be widened and bridges underneath runways 
will have to be strengthened . 
The cost will be relatively modest , according to Dick Marchi , an expert on infrastructure for the Airport 
Council International North America . 
He said a study was carried out which indicated each airport would have to spend about 80 million 
dollars to rebuild or widen taxiways and runway bridges for the A 380 . 
Marchi said the figure should be even lower as none of the facilities will have to build a new runway . 
The Airbus jet takes off from a shorter distance than its Boeing rival . 
"There are things that need to be done , but for most of them it 's not a disruptive change ." 
Many airports will not even need new terminals , just to change existing buildings so passengers can 
board and disembark on two levels , said Marchi . 
Dan Cohen- Nir , a Washington-based technical official for Airbus North America , said one of the key 
strengths of the A 380 was that it had been conceived to be used in airports that already take the Boeing 
747 , with the minimum of extra works . 
Atlanta , one of the busiest airports in the world , has refused to make changes to accommodate the A 
380 saying that no airline using the Georgia hub had indicated it wanted to bring the new jet there . But 
Cohen- Nir said this was not important as most of its traffic is domestic . 
The Airbus official said he had not seen any sign that the US authorities were throwing up barriers to the 
A 380 , even though its development is becoming a major transatlantic dispute . 
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Paris airport neighbors complain about noise from giant Airbus A 380 
 
TOULOUSE , France , April 27 
 
An association of residents living near Paris 's Charles-de- Gaulle airport on Wednesday denounced the 
noise pollution generated by the giant Airbus A 380 , after the new airliner 's maiden flight . 
French acoustics expert Joel Ravenel , a member of the Advocnar group representing those who live 
near Charles de Gaulle , told AFP he had recorded a maximum sound level of 88 decibels just after the 
aircraft took off from near the southwestern city of Toulouse . 
The figure makes the world 's largest commercial jet "one of the loudest planes that will for decades fly 
over the heads of the four million people living in the area" outside Paris , Advocnar said in a statement . 
Ravenel said sound levels near Charles de Gaulle airport normally reached about 40 decibels . 
Journalists watching the Airbus A 380 's first flight at Toulouse airport in southwestern France , however 
, noted how quiet the take-off and landing had seemed . 
Tens of thousands of spectators cheered as the A 380 touched down at the airport near Toulouse , home 
of the European aircraft maker Airbus Industrie , after a test flight of three hours and 54 minutes . 
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Airbus A 380 takes off on second test flight 
 
TOULOUSE , France , May 4 
 
The superjumbo Airbus A 380 , the world 's largest commercial airliner , took off Wednesday into 
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cloudy skies over southwestern France for its second test flight . 
The European aircraft maker , based in the French city of Toulouse , said the second flight - - which 
came exactly a week after the A 380 's highly anticipated maiden voyage - - would last about four hours . 
As opposed to the international media hype that surrounded last week 's flight , with hundreds of 
journalists on site to capture the historic moment , Airbus chose to conduct Wednesday 's test more 
discreetly . 
"This second test flight is part of a program of tests that will intensify from here on out , and we 're not 
gonig to make statements on each phase of the program ," Airbus said . 
A third flight is planned for later this week , probably on Saturday , followed by three flights next week , 
a company source told AFP . 
According to the source , Wednesday 's flight may be at an altitude slightly higher than the some 10 , 
000 feet ( 3 , 000 meters ) achieved in the first flight , and could climb up to 13 , 000 feet . 
The double-decker airliner , capable of carrying up to 800 passengers , is a key factor in Airbus 's battle 
with US aircraft maker Boeing for market dominance . 
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Airbus prepares to unveil A 380 "superjumbo ," world 's biggest passenger jet 
 
PARIS 
 
Airbus , which has delivered more airplanes than Boeing for the second year in a row , is about to unveil 
another No . 1 : the world 's largest passenger jet . 
The A 380 , a four -aisle , four -engine , double-decker "superjumbo ," will roll onto the tarmac Tuesday 
at Airbus headquarters in southern France , in a lavish ceremony attended by EU leaders and thousands 
of guests . 
Sales have beat expectations so far , and most of the technical problems that have dogged the program 
have been resolved , at a price . 
But the real sighs of relief wo n't be heard in Toulouse until later _ sometime before March 31 , Airbus 
says _ when the A 380 hauls its 280 - metric ton ( 308 - ton ) frame aloft . 
That 's when the plane 's engineers will begin to find out whether their gargantuan offspring lives up to 
the performance promises , as the first test-flight data streams in . 
In a standard three -class cabin configuration , the A 380 will carry 555 passengers _ one -third more 
than the plane it is designed to displace , the Boeing 747 . 
On a full tank , it will also carry them 5 percent further than Boeing 's longest-range jumbo , Airbus 
claims , producing costs per passenger that are up to one -fifth below its rival 's . 
Meeting these targets has been "no picnic ," Airbus CEO Noel Forgeard acknowledged Wednesday , 
when he also confirmed that the A 380 is both over budget and slightly overweight . 
Forgeard said the plane will weigh in about 1 percent heavier than its target of 277 metric tons ( 305 tons 
) but stressed it will still deliver on promised fuel efficiency and other guarantees , since the internal 
benchmark was deliberately overambitious . 
He said the program 's euro 1 . 45 billion ( US $ 1 . 9 billion ) overspend _ 18 percent of its US $ 10 . 7 
billion ( euro 8 . 17 billion ) overall budget at current exchange rates _ would likely be trimmed by a 
renewed cost-cutting drive . 
The struggle to meet weight targets accounts for much of the overspending , Airbus officials say . Jean- 
Claude Schoepf , head of the A 380 final assembly line , said the problem became a headache early on . 
"We found there was too much mass ," Schoepf said . "We had to work pretty hard to get back to the 
specifications we 'd committed ourselves to with our clients ." 
Parts went back to the drawing board to be meticulously pared down , without sacrificing strength . 
More carbon composites were introduced _ for example , in the horizontal struts that support the two 
cabin floors and hold the fuselage in shape . 
By using chromate-free paint , engineers got the outer paintwork down to about 350 kilograms ( 770 
pounds ) , Schoepf said . "That 's compared to 550 kilograms ( 1 , 210 pounds ) for a plane of this size 
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using other paints ." 
At the giant hangar where Schoepf and his 1 , 500 engineers and support staff work , wings , nose cones 
and fuselage sections arrive by road convoys after being transported by barges from Bordeaux , western 
France , where they come in from Airbus facilities in Spain , Britain , Germany and elsewhere in France 
. 
By 2008 , Schoepf plans to hire another 1 , 000 staff to boost the production rate to one A 380 per week . 
Airbus has 139 firm A 380 orders from 13 airlines and freight companies , worth US $ 39 billion ( euro 
30 billion ) before any discounts on the plane 's US $ 280 million list price . A new 747 costs up to US $ 
211 million before discounts . 
The backlog will rise when UPS Inc . finalizes a deal to acquire 10 of the A 380 's freighter versions , 
with options on 10 more . 
The European Aeronautic Defence and Space Co . , which owns 80 percent of Airbus , says the A 380 
program will break even at about 250 sales . 
Over the next 20 years , Airbus sees global demand for 1 , 250 A 380 - size behemoths to shuttle 
passengers between the world 's largest airports , which serve as connecting hubs for flights to less busy 
destinations . 
More than half the new superjumbos will fly between just 10 major airports , Airbus forecasts , mainly in 
Asia . Singapore Airlines Ltd . is scheduled to become the first carrier to operate the A 380 , in the 
second half of 2006 . 
Chicago-based Boeing Co . , like Airbus , expects overall air passenger traffic to increase threefold over 
the next two decades . But Boeing forecasts only "a few hundred" sales of very large planes , as travelers 
reject stopovers in favor of direct service aboard smaller long-range jets _ like its fuel-efficient 7 E 7 
Dreamliner , due to enter service in 2008 . 
"The data shows unquestionably that passengers , when they can , want to fly from wherever they are to 
wherever they 're going , without having to connect in a hub ," said Boeing spokesman Todd Blecher . 
"The A 380 is flying into the headwind of reality ." 
But Boeing , which delivered 285 planes in 2004 to Airbus' 320 , is hedging its bets . It announced plans 
last year for a larger , 450 - seat 747 , despite having dismissed the case for a bigger plane since Airbus 
began discussing the concept in 1991 . A launch decision is expected in mid - 2005 . 
Whichever way the wind blows in Toulouse on Tuesday , the A 380 seems certain to become a 
milestone in civil aviation history alongside the 747 and Concorde . Unlike the supersonic Concorde , 
however , whose claim to fame was how fast it crossed the Atlantic , this latest fruit of European 
aerospace cooperation will ultimately be judged on how fast it makes money . 
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Can Airports Accommodate the Giant Airbus A 380 ? 
 
One problem that Airbus is encountering with its new A 380 is that the craft pushes the envelope on the 
maximum size of a commercial airplane . International airport standards call for no plane to exceed 80 
meters in length and width . The A 380 has a wingspan of 79 . 8 meters ( 262 feet ) . The new plane is so 
much larger than any other craft that most airports face the daunting prospect of making design changes 
to accommodate it . Six airlines plan to put Los Angeles International on their first flight routes for the A 
380 . Carriers are worried that the airport may not have enough gates for the plane , although airport 
officials said they were committed to having at least two A 380 gates next year . At the moment , if two 
A 380 s tried to park side by side at Los Angeles'existing gates , their wings would touch . San Francisco 
International Airport has redesigned an existing terminal to accommodate the A 380 s , hoping to lure 
flights away from Los Angeles . If major airports are slow to support the new plane , airlines may 
hesitate to buy more A 380 s . Airbus says it needs to sell 250 planes to break even ; some analysts 
believe the company must sell 325 to cover its investment . 
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GIANT AIRBUS 380 MAKES MAIDEN FLIGHT 
 
TOULOUSE , France 
 
With a whisper more than a roar , the largest passenger airliner ever built , the Airbus 380 , took off on 
its maiden flight Wednesday . The plane is Europe 's newest competitor in the battle with the Boeing Co 
. 
The airliner 's four engines lifted the 421 metric-ton giant aloft at about 10 : 29 a . m . as hundreds 
watched at the Blagnac airport here . After nearly four hours , the Airbus landed at company 
headquarters outside the city of Toulouse in southern France . 
French President Jacques Chirac immediately hailed the "total success of the first test flight of the Airbus 
A 380 ." In a statement released by his office soon after the airliner landed , Chirac said "a new page of 
aeronautical history has been written . It is a magnificent result for European industrial cooperation and 
an encouragement to pursue this path of building a Europe of innovation and progress ." 
In the morning , the crowds cheered as the huge double-deck plane rotated skyward at its takeoff speed 
of about 170 miles per hour . The plane seemed almost to hover as it lifted off and climbed . "The 
takeoff went perfectly ," Alain Garcia , an Airbus engineering executive , told the LCI television station 
in Paris . 
Its comparative lack of noise was the result of demands by customers that Airbus make the plane even 
more quiet than it already was , a process that took six months . 
The A 380 is designed to carry 555 passengers in three classes , but it can be expanded to 800 seats . 
The plane intended to stay within 100 miles of Toulouse , in southwest France , and maintain relatively 
low altitudes . Takeoff weight was 421 metric tons , compared with the current maximum takeoff weight 
of 560 tons . It landed at Blagnac after a flight lasting nearly four hours . 
The six -man test crew , dressed in orange jumpsuits , climbed into the plane at 8 : 40 a . m . 
The A 380 is about one -third larger than its next-largest competitor , the Boeing 747 , which sold well 
for 35 years but is now down to only a few sales a year . 
So far , Airbus has 154 firm orders for the A 380 , 27 of them for the freighter version . The plane is 
scheduled to enter service for Singapore Airlines in the second half of 2006 . By far the largest order is 
for 43 of the planes by Emirates airline , based in Dubai . 
No American airlines have ordered any A 380 s , and none is expected to do so any time soon . 
This week , Air Canada said it had firm orders for 32 new Boeing jets , including 14 787 s , with a list 
value of about $ 6 billion , and Air India announced plans to order 50 Boeing jets worth $ 6 . 8 billion . 
Air India wants 27 of the 787 s , which will carry up to 257 passengers and have a list price of $ 120 
million , bringing total orders and commitments for the plane to 237 . The 787 , which was launched a 
year ago , is scheduled to enter service in 2008 . 
Airbus says the A 380 will produce half as much noise at takeoff as the 747 . 
Airbus also stresses the plane 's fuel efficiency , claiming that a customer driving a compact car to the 
airport will burn more fuel per mile than the A 380 requires to move one passenger 100 miles . A team 
of Airbus specialists has visited major airports over the p ast few years to determine how much work will 
be necessary to allow the A 380 to use runways and terminals . Airbus claims the cost will be relatively 
small despite initial reports of huge costs . Most of those costs would be necessary anyway as airports 
modernize , rather than as a direct result of the A 380 , Airbus says . 
Willie- Pierre Dupont , the Airbus director of infrastructure and environment , said he and his team had 
visited the 60 airports worldwide where the A 380 might land , and have found that it will be easier than 
most airports originally thought to accommodate the A 380 . Most A 380 traffic will go into just 25 of 
those airports , Dupont said . However , Airbus says that in the next 20 years the number of airports that 
could support A 380 flights will grow substantially . 
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APPENDIX B - Research Systems Output 
 
 
 
System 100 (MDS on top of Semantic SDS Linear Combination [Semantic MDS]) 
 
Here are some key dates in its development: January 23, 2002: Production starts of Airbus A380 
components. 
May 7, 2004: French Prime Minister Jean-Pierre Raffarin inaugurates the Toulouse assembly line. 
Ravenel said sound levels near Charles de Gaulle airport normally reached about 40 decibels. 
According to the source, Wednesday's flight may be at an altitude slightly higher than the some 10,000 
feet (3,000 meters) achieved in the first flight, and could climb up to 13,000 feet. 
 
System 400 (Semantic Triple Clusters MDS on top of Semantic SDS Linear Combination [STC MDS]) 
 
Early 1990s: Airbus begins studying ideas for building an airliner capable of seating more than 500 
passengers to compete against Boeing's 747, which started flying in 1970. 
"There is room" for an increase in capacity, he added. 
And even though no US airline has ordered the European jet, aviation authorities are getting Los Angeles, 
New York's John F. 
Kennedy airport, San Francisco and Miami airports ready for the A-380 passenger flights in 2006, 
according to Dave Bennett of the Federal Aviation Administration's Office of Airport Safety and 
Standards. 
Airbus also stresses the plane's fuel efficiency, claiming that a customer driving a compact 
 
System 3 (Semantic MDS) 
 
The A380, the new Airbus "superjumbo" which will be officially unveiled Tuesday, is the product of a 
decade of designing, drumming up of advance orders and dreams of knocking Boeing's 747 off its perch 
as the top bird in passenger transport. 
Early 1990s: Airbus begins studying ideas for building an airliner capable of seating more than 500 
passengers to compete against Boeing's 747, which started flying in 1970. 
July 2000: Emirates Airlines becomes the first company to order the still under-wraps plane, saying it 
wants to buy seven. 
December 19, 2000: Airbus officially launches the plane, calling it the A380. 
January 2001: The 
 
System 4 (Semantic MDS) 
 
Here are some key dates in its development: 
January 23, 2002: Production starts of Airbus A380 components. 
Indeed, time is short for the grandest project envisioned by the European aircraft maker to take a reality 
test. 
The stakes could hardly be higher. 
O'Hare airport in Chicago and Dulles in Washington will be ready later. 
Federal Express has ordered 10 of the planes. 
The figure makes the world's largest commercial jet "one of the loudest planes that will for decades fly 
over the heads of the four million people living in the area" outside Paris, Advocnar said in a  
statement. 
A third flight 
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System 5 (Semantic MDS) 
 
The A380, the new Airbus "superjumbo" which will be officially unveiled Tuesday, is the product of a 
decade of designing, drumming up of advance orders and dreams of knocking Boeing's 747 off its perch 
as the top bird in passenger transport. 
Early 1990s: Airbus begins studying ideas for building an airliner capable of seating more than 500 
passengers to compete against Boeing's 747, which started flying in 1970. 
July 2000: Emirates Airlines becomes the first company to order the still under-wraps plane, saying it 
wants to buy seven. 
December 19, 2000: Airbus officially launches the plane, calling it the A380. 
January 2001: The 
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Here are some key dates in its development: 
January 23, 2002: Production starts of Airbus A380 components. 
Indeed, time is short for the grandest project envisioned by the European aircraft maker to take a reality 
test. 
The stakes could hardly be higher. 
O'Hare airport in Chicago and Dulles in Washington will be ready later. 
Federal Express has ordered 10 of the planes. 
The figure makes the world's largest commercial jet "one of the loudest planes that will for decades fly 
over the heads of the four million people living in the area" outside Paris, Advocnar said in a  
statement. 
A third flight 
 
System 9 (Semantic MDS) 
 
January 23, 2002: Production starts of Airbus A380 components. 
Production is expected to be running at full pelt from 2008. 
The figure makes the world's largest commercial jet "one of the loudest planes that will for decades fly 
over the heads of the four million people living in the area" outside Paris, Advocnar said in a  
statement. 
The European aircraft maker, based in the French city of Toulouse, said the second flight -- which came 
exactly a week after the A380's highly anticipated maiden voyage -- would last about four  
hours. 
1: the world's largest passenger jet. 
Sales have beat expectations so far 
 
System 10R (Semantic MDS) 
 
Here are some key dates in its development: 
January 23, 2002: Production starts of Airbus A380 components. 
Special measures have to be made to allow the 50-metre long convoys to pass, taking up eight metres 
across and 12 metres high. 
May 7, 2004: French Prime Minister Jean-Pierre Raffarin inaugurates the Toulouse assembly line. 
But the exact date will be kept under wraps to "not put pressure on the test pilots," he said. 
Production is expected to be running at full pelt from 2008. 
Ravenel said sound levels near Charles de Gaulle airport normally reached about 40 decibels. 
According to the source, Wednesday's flight 
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System 11H (Semantic MDS) 
 
Here are some key dates in its development: January 23, 2002: Production starts of Airbus A380 
components. 
Production is expected to be running at full pelt from 2008. 
The superjumbo Airbus A380, the world's largest commercial airliner, took off Wednesday into cloudy 
skies over southwestern France for its second test flight. 
1: the world's largest passenger jet. 
Singapore Airlines Ltd. 
is scheduled to become the first carrier to operate the A380, in the second half of 2006. 
A launch decision is expected in mid-2005. 
One problem that Airbus is encountering with its new A380 is that the craft pushes the 
 
System 12R (Semantic MDS) 
 
Here are some key dates in its development: 
January 23, 2002: Production starts of Airbus A380 components. 
Indeed, time is short for the grandest project envisioned by the European aircraft maker to take a reality 
test. 
A third flight is planned for later this week, probably on Saturday, followed by three flights next week, a 
company source told AFP. 
1: the world's largest passenger jet. 
Sales have beat expectations so far, and most of the technical problems that have dogged the program 
have been resolved, at a price. 
That's when the plane's engineers will begin to find out whether their 
 
System 14R (Semantic MDS) 
 
Here are some key dates in its development: 
January 23, 2002: Production starts of Airbus A380 components. 
May 7, 2004: French Prime Minister Jean-Pierre Raffarin inaugurates the Toulouse assembly line. 
Ravenel said sound levels near Charles de Gaulle airport normally reached about 40 decibels. 
According to the source, Wednesday's flight may be at an altitude slightly higher than the some 10,000 
feet (3,000 meters) achieved in the first flight, and could climb up to 13,000 feet. 
 
System 16P (Semantic MDS) 
 
Here are some key dates in its development: 
Assembly of the plane itself is to take place in Toulouse, France. 
January 23, 2002: Production starts of Airbus A380 components. 
Indeed, time is short for the grandest project envisioned by the European aircraft maker to take a reality 
test. 
And the first commercial deliveries -- to Singapore Airlines -- are due in the first quarter of 2006. 
A third flight is planned for later this week, probably on Saturday, followed by three flights next week, a 
company source told AFP. 
1: the world's largest passenger jet. 
Sales have beat expectations so far, and 
 
 
System 3100 (STC MDS with minimum density 2, max triple size, aggregate score, and stop-worded) 
 
Early 1990s: Airbus begins studying ideas for building an airliner capable of seating more than 500 
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passengers to compete against Boeing's 747, which started flying in 1970. 
"There is room" for an increase in capacity, he added. 
And even though no US airline has ordered the European jet, aviation authorities are getting Los Angeles, 
New York's John F. 
Kennedy airport, San Francisco and Miami airports ready for the A-380 passenger flights in 2006, 
according to Dave Bennett of the Federal Aviation Administration's Office of Airport Safety and 
Standards. 
Airbus also stresses the plane's fuel efficiency, claiming that a customer driving a compact 
 
 
System 1600 (STC MDS with aggregate score only and stop-worded on semantic roles) 
 
The A380, the new Airbus "superjumbo" which will be officially unveiled Tuesday, is the product of a 
decade of designing, drumming up of advance orders and dreams of knocking Boeing's 747 off its perch 
as the top bird in passenger transport. 
Early 1990s: Airbus begins studying ideas for building an airliner capable of seating more than 500 
passengers to compete against Boeing's 747, which started flying in 1970. 
July 2000: Emirates Airlines becomes the first company to order the still under-wraps plane, saying it 
wants to buy seven. 
December 19, 2000: Airbus officially launches the plane, calling it the A380. 
January 2001: The 
 
System 1200 (STC MDS baseline) 
 
The A380, the new Airbus "superjumbo" which will be officially unveiled Tuesday, is the product of a 
decade of designing, drumming up of advance orders and dreams of knocking Boeing's 747 off its perch 
as the top bird in passenger transport. 
Here are some key dates in its development: Early 1990s: Airbus begins studying ideas for building an 
airliner capable of seating more than 500 passengers to compete against Boeing's 747, which started 
flying in 1970. 
July 2000: Emirates Airlines becomes the first company to order the still under-wraps plane, saying it 
wants to buy seven. 
December 19, 2000: Airbus officially launches the 
 
System 2700 (STC MDS with minimum density 2) 
 
Early 1990s: Airbus begins studying ideas for building an airliner capable of seating more than 500 
passengers to compete against Boeing's 747, which started flying in 1970. 
July 2000: Emirates Airlines becomes the first company to order the still under-wraps plane, saying it 
wants to buy seven. 
Asked about China adding its airlines' names to the order sheet, Forgeard said he predicted a firm order 
would be soon forthcoming. 
"I am extremely confident that the A380 will be bought by a Chinese company in the first half of this 
year," he said, without elaborating. 
"Yes, it's true that we have a parachute on 
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